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Holland City News.
f-

HOLLAND,

VOL. X.-N0.19.
r>

JWtottd

gmsi,

©itij

ARKS, W.

H. Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

Common

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlccin Kenyon <& Van Button's bank

A

mu

Apples, bashel ................ .$ @
Beans, bushel ............. (ft

Bsrbtn.

&

1 25
13
T~\E GROUT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving, Butter, $Mb ....................
Clover seed, f) lb. ................. (/(, 4 00
shampoouing,
hair-dyeing,
etc.,
doneatrea
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’8 BLOCK.
12
sonable rates. Barbershop next door to theCtty Eggs, doxeu ............
Honey, $1 B) ......................
12
14-ly
Hay, V ton ......................
10 00
J.
Onions, V bushels ................
Connlitloa Xirebmt.
Editor and Publlthtr.
Potatoes, V bushel ................
60
TJEACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........2 50
2 75
Terms of Subscription:
L> dealer in Grain, Flour and Prodnce. HighBrain. Peed, Etc.
%1.50 per year if paid in advance; %1.75 if est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth * Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
paid at three months, and %2. 00 if
Wheat, white $1 bushel ........ new 1 10 (ft 1 12
Corn, shelled V bushel
50
paid at six months.
Dmltt.
Oats. bushel .....................
40 (ft 45
Buckwheat,
$1 bushel .............75 (ft 1 00
/'i IE, 1). M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
OB PRINTING PROMPTLYAND NSATLT DONI.
Bran. A 100 lbs ....................
(ft 85
office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to ihe
Feed, S ton ......................
& 21 00
First Reformed Ohurch.
V 100 lb ..................... 1 15
Barley, V 100 lb .................... 120 (ft 130
Drugi »ni Kedicinei.
Middling. $1 100 lb ...............
(ft 1 oo
On enquareof tenllnei, nonpareil,) 75 cents f '\OE8BURG, J. O., Dealerlu Drugsand Medi- Flour, brl ....................... 5 60
tire tiusertion, and 25 cents for each sulisc
3 5<>
clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy- Pearl Barley, $1 100 lb ...............
quent i nsertlon for any period under three sician’sprescriptionscarefully put up: Eighth st. Rye $1 bush .................... (ft 80
months.
Corn Meal $1100 lbs ..............(ft 1 05
| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 T.
Vf EKNGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- Flue Corn Meal 13 UK) lbs ......... (ft 1 60
5 00 1 8 00 iVL icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per1 Square ................. 3 50
8 00 | 10 00 r„msries. River street.
5 00
8 00 10 00 1 17 00
PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, McdljSCofal.
»4 Column ................. 10 00 17 00 | 25 (X)
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprietorofDr.
17 00 25 00 40 00
W. Van Den BiRo’sFamily Medicines;Eighth St.
25 Oo 40 00 | 65 00
::

•

DOESBURG,

OTTO

Hotel.
LJ

(o
a

(ft
a

(ft

©

..........

Q

UJ

a

“

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

mistake. That

U

yAN

V

Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

DruggistA Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

V

luces.

for

payment:

RSPORTH OP BTANDINO COMMITTEES.
The Com. on Streets and Bridges reported that
the job of cutting a ditch through ihe marsh, to
buildings at short notice. He is also pre- connect tannery creek with Black Lake, was completed and recommended that C. Blom. Jr. be paid
pared to build new dwellings, or repair the sum of $25 according to contract.— Adopted

Mr. R. Van Karapcn has got

YX7ALSH HEBER,
changes.

The following bills were presented

E. Vaupell, 1 cord stone teaming, elc ....... $ 8 35
H. 8. Woodruff, repairing sidewalk ..... .... 2 67
Beach Bros .................................1 00
G. H. Sipp, ser. special assessor..........3 00
R. A. Scnouicn, 6 mos. sal. as Health officer 7 50
K. A. Schouten. 8 mos. sal. as City Physician 25 00
K. Schadddee,supervisor................
$74 25
—Bills of K. Scnadde lee. R. A. Schouten and
G. H. Sipp allowed,the remainingbills referred
to the commiltecon Claims and Accounts.

Additional

V

1

Bridges.

®
a

(

all the

necessary tools to move, raise or lower

Srtu Uikeri.
and ordered paid.
C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser, old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
Thu Com. on Claims and Accounts reported
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote
would respectfully anuounce to the citizens joiner’s
13-ly.
recommending the following hills for payment:
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- that she has opened Dressmakingand Hair DressStekelee & Bos, paid poor order.. ......... $ 4 75
ing rooms, in the building, one door west of Grifnlf that no paper will be continued after date.
largest variety of Cigars and To- B. Grootenhuls, surveyor ............... . . 40 0(1
fin s Drug Store, Washington street, Grand Haven.
i$T All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
R. Van den Burg, teaming ...................4 60
Also teachesin Wax, Worated, Lace, and other baccos, the cheapest and the best, at
A. Van den Nagel, labor ...................
1 87
mTJTC! D A DITD maybe found on file at Geo. fancy
31-ly
—Allowed and warrantsordered issued on the
liirrjtVip. Rowell
Co’s News15
Pessink’s.
Treasurer for the amount.
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
raraitan.
advertising contracts may be made for it in
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semiIf you want a nice dish of Ice Cream go
Vf EYKK, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of FurYORK.
monthly report of the Director of (he Poor and
to the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at
ivl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
said committee,recommending $59.63 for the sup15
E. 8. Danohkmond’s.
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
port of the poor, for the ween* ending July
6, 1881.— Approved and warrants ordered issued
0«Biral Dialer*.
ou the City Treasurer for the amounts.
Oh,
a Coughl
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

imo

work.

TJERRY,

L

tf

work.

&

The

NEW

tf

£toil

Ronds.

What

Will you heed the warning. The signal perhaps
General Dealers, in Dry
of the sure approach of that more terribledisease
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Consumption. Ask yourselvesif you can afford
Chicago k West Michigan E. E.
Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River st.
for the Nike of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
do nothing for It. We know from experience
EotiU.
Taking Effect, Sunday, June 12, 1881,'
that Shiloh s Cure will cure your congh. It never
This explains why more than a million
pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons. Pro- tails.
From Chicago \J prietors. The only first-classHotel in the bottleswere sold the past year. It relievesCroup,
From Holland
and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothersdo not be
to Holland.
to Chicago.
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
without ii. For Lame Back, Side or Chest, use
Day Nt’i and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
Nl’t Day Mail.
Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Mcengs.
Mail.
TOWNS.
Exp. Exp. in the Slate. Free bus in connection with the HoExp. Exp.

yAN PUTTEN G„

V

tel. Holland,

m.

p.

p. ni. a.

m.

m.

p.

p.

a.

m.

m.

tlOA) 1 55 10 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9 40 5 15
10

40 .... 11 06 East Saugatuck 3 05

00

5

Mich.

OHtENIX HOTEL.

A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. depot, has good facilities for the traveling public,and
its table is unsurpassed. On Ninth sir., Holland,

JL

10 55 2 20 It 20 ....Richmond.. 2 55 9 20 4 45

Michigan.

12 00

OCUTT’S HOTEL. Wm.

'

2 50 11 55 ..Gd. Junction..

12 25 3 05 12 10

.....

2 15 8 45 3 55

Bangor. ... 2 00 8 80 *3 35

1 50 3 55 1 30 .Benton Harbor.12 50 7 32 2 10
2 05 4 05

1

9 00 3 40 9 10

7 30 7 40 5 50 ....Chicago.....

m.

a. in. p.

p.

m.

a.

m.

ra. p.

m.

On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 1:33 Sunday morning.

to
Rapids.

p. ra.

m.

p.

...Holland ..... 10 45

1

50 +1010

3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35

1

40 9 55

5 20 9 45 3 25
5 85 9 55

LlvirmlSileSublet.

OOONE

H„ Livery and Sale Stable.

Office

13

and barn on Market slreet. Everythingfintclass.

TTAVERKATE,G.

J., Livery and Boarding
stable.Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied ou. Ou Fish street, near Scott’s

Hotel.
11

33-tf

VT1BBELINK, J.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

L'ut Ktrkiti.

Holland.

to

a. in. ip. m. p. in.

J.

Mich.

From Urd Rapids

From Holland
Grand
a. ra.

O

ll

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

10-Iy

Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terras,
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
be reliedon. Holland,
8-ly

45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 7 25 2 00

3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 6 30 11 55

10-Iy

IbUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner

13

Eighth and Fish Street.All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

9 25

6

15

10 80
10 15 4 05 ....Grandville...

1 12 9 05

..

6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 45 1 00 8 45
m. p. in. p. m.
a. m. p.ra. p. m.

a.

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

UanufietoriM, Kliii,Sbopi, Etc.

to

From Muskegon

Muskegon.

m.

a.

p. ra. a.

m.

ra.

4 06 1 35 +9 4u

11 15
11 20

p.m. p.

p. in.

+5 30 3 25 10 40 ....Holland. ...
6 00

Holland.

to

Mills.) near foot of 8th strest.

yiTILMS,

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.

Nourr

11 50 ...Ferrysburg...

Public*.

OTEGENGA, A.

3 25

P., Juiticc of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
notice. Office at his residence New Holland,

0

6 35 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 3 05 12 40 8 40
2*)

Proprietors

of Hugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour

3 30

11 25

6 50 4

OAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

1

tv

3 85
...Bushkill ....

Manufacturerof audDealcrin

Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowiim Machines • cor. 10th A River street.

(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)

From Holland

ITEALD, R.K.,

11

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

3 00 12 35 8 35

Michigan.

9-ly

PhyiieUai.
7 20 4 50 12 30 ... Muskegon.

m.

p.

p.

m.

2

25 12 00 8 00

p.

m. noon p. m.

..

p. in.

to
Muskegon.
Via Nunica.

From Holland

p.m.i
.Holland..

•6 45

10 25

.Robinson.

5 30

11 10

..Nunica...

4 55

12 10

.Fruitport..

4 10

1 10

.Muskegon.

0
street.
ANTING, A.

G., Physician and Surgeon;
GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 A.
26-l.v.

XL

office at

yATES, O. £., Physician and Surgeon.

X

PbncgTipbir.

TJIGGINS,

to

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Gallery opposite this office.

Xl

Allegan.
m.

•10 45

4 06

p. m.
10 45 *5 45

11 15

4 80

10 15

5 10

11 35

4 55

10 02

4 55

12 00

5 10

9

12 45

585

925

p.m.

p.

a.

m.

Office

at his residence, Ovcrysel, Mich.

m.

Via Grand Haven Railroad.
From Holland
From Allegan to
Holland.
p.

M.

8 00
p.

a.

ra.

48

Tobacei »nd Cigars.

'T'E ROLLER, O.

X

m. p.m.

of kites in said streets.

do so by the vote of tne elector! of the city.—
Adopted.

t Runs daily,all other trains daily except Sunday. All trains run by Chicago time.

gjuutoeisis

Uiwftorij.

(15-tf) E. 8.

ttomyi.
D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Notary Public ;Riyer street.

BRIDE, ^CARROLL,^ Attorneys^ Law,
Michigan,
egan Counties
BusinessPtn* Kent, Ottawa and Aflegan
Co
9-ly
will be promptly attended to.

a southeast

us. The Mary Powell cun make

wind and a flood tide

up to 25 miles an hour, and does do
often,

can

it

and there is no boat anywhere that

do better. The

fastest boats in the

world are on the Hudson River, and none
of them can pass the Mary Powell.”
Capt. Anderson sent the reporter over to

Andrew Fletcher for more exact data.
“The fastest trip of the Mary Powell* that
I know of,” said Mr. Fletcher, “ was made
Aug. 0, 1874. The time was taken from
the moment she headed up stream until
Mr.

she reached Poughkeepsie,and was in all

80}^ minutes.

3 hours

The

was taken, and

stoppages

time of her

this deducted

made her actual running time

3 hours

and

19 minutes, or just about twenty-three
miles an hour. This includes slowing
down in approachinglandings. I have no
doubt that at times she worked up to
twenty five miles an hour on that

trip, the

her. In dead water
I do not suppose she can make over
wind and

tide helping

twenty-twoor twenty three miles an hour.”
“ Is that the fastest time ever

made

by a

boat in these waters?”
“ Well, the

new

boat Albany, at the

close of last season, ran to Poughkeepsie

and 18 minutes, but she had no

in 3 hours

passengers,made

a

carried 45 pounds of

Powell, and the Chauncey Vibbard are all

very fust boats, that can make over 20
miles an hour regularly.Our river boats

what really
time. The best Mississippi

never race, and we can’t tell
is

their best

steamers are only 18-miles-an-bour boats,
although of course with
carrying

them

the same time they can

There are no

a

strong current

an hour at
make quick trips.

several miles

faster boats In the world

than

run on the Hudson.”
Chatting about other boats, Mr. Fletcher

remarked: “I see that the Cygnus

has beaten the Castletonand Jesse Hoyt,

which are

fast

boats.

I

had set the iron

down aseightecn-miles-an-hour
boats, but the Cygnus seems to be working above that. Her paddles were sunk

steamboats

too deep at

first,

and since they have been

raised she works better.
“It

is

quite a feasible thing,” said Mr.

Fletcher, “ to build faster boats than those

now on

the

river.

If

Albany were twenty-

five or thirty miles further down the river

than

it is,

so that there would be deep

-

Ml Jmlrp.

built now.”

Council adjourned.

Dangremond's.

-

GEO. H. SIPP, CUv

Clerk.

:

It

is important to travelers to

know

that special inducements are offered by
the Burlington route. It will

pay you

to

I) RE

13

__

A full

line of

straw hats has just

ar-

Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.

The statement has been published that
the steamer Mary

Powell made the run

TuiRTY-flveyears ago the land upon

from here to Poughkeepsie,75 miles, in 8 which the city of Ironton, O., stands sold
hours and 83 minutes, and that this is the forf 17 per acre. To-day there is a city
fastest time on record. *This has been of ten thousand inhabitants,doing a
contradictedwith the statement that

in

business on a scale of $8,000,000 per

made the same run annum. It is in the midit of tbe rich
and
2
minutes.
A reporter of Hanging-Rockiron district, which at tbe
& SONS, ranging from 5 cents to the
the Sun asked Capt. Anderson about the present rate of consumptionof iron ore
nicest
and
12-tf
L 0. of 0- FIn the United States, would feed all the
matter.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
•otng-Lj
of Odd Fellows, holds lu regular meetings at Odd
** Now, I want to tell you, in the first blast-furnaces in tbe union for 224 years.
•oifBuojiBdjpqi qi|M raoqt joabj Xvm
Fellows Hall, HoUand,MlchM on Tuesday Evening
of each week
oq.tt Moqi 9SB9|d o] jOABopua Ijoas asn place, that we don’t try to make fsst time,”
Duf u a Port.
Visiting brothers arecordiallv invited
HIM iaqj, "spooJ jjaqt £41 poB eoioo oi said Capt. Anderson. "This is a family
Thos. McM aster, N. O.
Mrs.
W.
J.
Lang, Bethany,Got, states
*4fano£ put p(o qioq ‘spaajjj jpqi ijb ora
M. Harbinoton,K. 8.
boat, and we don't try to crowd her or
that
for
fifteen
months she was troubled
-uj Xqojsq £oqi pus ' qDjW ‘PO*IO®Z 1*
make fast time. I carried only 81 pounds
‘8J014BJ COBOip 901 OtUOBpUBqXj9A p9U9dO
r. & a. x.
with a disease in the ear, causing entire
of steam on that trip to Poughkeepsie,
A RiacLABCommnnicationof Uhitt Lodge, 9ABq ,9gonnBfu9fl y jB8i9qqoi8'tHsrajg
deafness. In ten minutes after using
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held atMasonicHall
and the boilersare rated to carry up to 60
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, she found relief,
Smoked Whitefish and Soused Herring,
6,at7o’clock,sharp.
pounds. The boat goes fast without and in a abort time she was entirelycured
at
H. C. Matrau, W.M.
effort, varying accordingto wind and tide. and her hearing restored.
17-2
PESSINK’S.
D. L. UoTD.Sec'v.
rived at the store of G.

VAN PUTTEN

costliest.

.

[OWARD, M.

we had
to help

Nearly a Miracle.
E. Ascnith Hall, Binghamton, N. Y.,
writes: “I suffered for several months
Bradford, 7a.
with a dull pain through left lung and
Thomas Fitchan, Bradford, Pa., writes
Fast Time on the Hudson River.
shoulders. I lost my spirits, appetite and
“ I enclose money for Spring Blossom, as
Since so much has been said of the new
color, and could with difficultykeep up
I said 1 would if it cured me. My dyspepiron steamboat— the City of Milwaukee—
all day. My mother procured some Bursia has vanished,with all its symptoms.
now running between Milwaukee and dock Blood Bitters; I took them as direcMany thanks; I shall never be without it
Grand Haven, we found the following in
ted, and have felt no pain since first week
in the house.” Price 50 cents, trial bottles
the New York Sun, and give it for the
after using them, and am now quite well.'’
10 cents.
at

1800 the Mary Powell

in 3 hours

* Mixed traioa.

however not the fastest. The

was along back in 1874, when

fastest trip

water ail the way to

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

benefitof our sailor, as a comparison:

Generaldealer in Tobacco,
Cigars.Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
J.,

Watchei

finest Soda Water, Candies and

YUAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and read their advertisement to be found elsedealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
where in this issue.
15-7m.
4 15 and Eighth Street.
8 30

1800 is a

concern, Hope College, Mrs. O. Van
H. 6. Woouruff, repairing sidewalks ......... 2 67
O’Linda, Pieter F. Pfanstiehl, Roelof Van Beach Bros, brick ...........................1 OO a certain point of speed is reached, power
den Berge, P. F. Pfanstiehl, Mrs. A. Van —and recommend the same for payinent.-Adopted.must be increased in an enormously disRaalte, Willem Katte, Wm. B. Gillmore, B/ Aid. Landaal,
proportionate ratio to gain an increase of
Resolved,That the Clerk procure four policestars
Ferdinand Huft'enruiler,City of Holland:
to be kept In the Clerk's office, to be used when speed. If the ordinary power of the
You and each of you are hereby notified a specialpolice is required.— Adopted.
Mary Powell were to be doubled, it
that a special assessment roll for the imBy Aid. Beach,
proving,claying and graveling of Fish
wouldn't
make a difference of two miles
Rewired, That a select committee of two be apStreet Assessment District, has been reointed. to ascertain the cost of constructinga an hour. I don't regard twenty-five miles
ridge across Black River on the proposed highported by the Board of Special Assessors
an hour as the limit of speed of steam
to the Common Council of the City of way road to North Holland.— Adopted.
By Aid. Landaal.
craft, but boals are built for business, and
Holland, and filed in this office, and that
Rewired, That Aid. Beach and E. J. Harrington
the Common Council has fixed upon the be appointed as such committee.—Adopted.
not to race. Our fine river boats are
twenty seventh day of June, A. D. 1881, at
By Aid. Ter Vree,
roomy as well as speedy, and they are
Rewired,That the Common Council feelingthe
7:80 p. m., at Common Council Rooms, in
necessity of immediate action with reference to economical in the use of fuel. They don’t
said City, as the time and place when and the building of a bridge across Black River on the
where they will meet with the said Board line of the contemplatedroad, to North Holland, use near as much coal as some of the long
ask that the citizens contributeand aid in the old boats that did not have as much cabin
of Special Assessors to review said roll.
raisingof the necessary money to build said bridge
By Order of the Common Council,
if asked to do so, as toe Council are powerless to room and did not run as fast as the boats
Geo. H. Sipp, City Cleik.
act In the matter, without they are authorized to

J., Physicianand Accoucher.
Office at Dr. Schouten’sdrug-store. Eighth
Cigars
40 ly.

Yf

m.

m.

Lucas

Sprietscma,
Martinus Van Tubbergen, Mrs. J. Meyers,

The

0CHOUTEN, F.

Holland.

a. ra.

a.

Holland,

From Muskegon to

• 9 00

p.

IYEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. Officehours ulgtht and day, on the
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-ly

13

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

the Clerk’s office.

inspect.
Mrs. R. Doctor,

is,

trip in

to Poughkeepsie the

trip

straight run, and
steam. The Albany
ought to be a little faster than the Mary
Powell from her build and machinery.
C1TT OPPICERS.
office of J. De Weerd The truth is that the Albany, the Mary

The Clerk reported having received two bids for
furnishinglumher to the city, vie: Panels, Van
Putten & Co., pine, per m $9.25; Hemlock, per m
$7. J. Van Dyk & Bird, pine, per m $8.5(1; Hemlock, per m $7.-Coutraclawarded to J. Van Dyk
& Bird.
The Com. on Streets and Bridges reported ts
follows: "Your Com. ou StreetsaudBridges would
respectfully report that they have had under conDyspepsia and Liver Complaint.
sideration the matter with reference to the openIs it not worth the small price of 75 cents to
ing of a Highway road, leading from the City of
free yourself of every symptom of these distress- Holland, toward North Holland, and your coming complaints, if you think so, call at our store mittee find that the said road contemplated, is not
and get a bottle of Shiloh’s Vltalirer,every bolt le within the city limit*,but they have seen and
has a printed guarantee on it. use accordingly and conferred with the authoritiesof the Township of
If it does you no good it will cost you nothing. Holland, and they, the said township authorities,
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
are willingto incur and pay all expensg of building
said contemplatedmad, except the building of a
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh, bridge across Black River, which they ask the city
Diphtheria, Canker mouth and Head Ache, In of Holland to be to the expenseof building. Your
SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY. A nasal In- committee would respectfully recommemfthat If
ector free with each bottle.Use it If you desire the city can be legallyat the expeuse of building
icalthand sweet breath. Price 50 cis. Sold by D. said bridge on said road that they do so, or that
R. Meengs.
ihe citizensof the city take such means as will
secure the construction of said bridge."— Accepted
A large slock of bleached and un- and placed on (lie.
bleached cottons, and all kinds of dress
Chief Engineer Beukema reported, staling that
goods and trimmings has just arrived at Fire Engine, No. 1 needed repairing and painting,
and thoughtthat by putting the same In good rethe store of G. VAN PUT TEN & SONS. pair he would he able to organize another comLadies are especially invited to call and pany.— Accepted and ordered to attend to repairing and painting.
12-tf
NOTICES AND INTRODUCTIONOf RILLS.
Aid. Kuite gave notice ihat at some future meetSpecial Assessors Notice.
ing of the Council, he would Introduce an ordinance in regard to bicycles,velocipedesand handCity of
)
carts runningon (be sidewalkson Eifhth and
Clerk’s Office, City of Holland, f
River streets, also skating on sidewalks and flying

To

other day

487.

V

On Sunday morning

the Night Expressleaves
Holland 1 MO and arrivesin Grand Rapids 3:10 a. in.

as fire police on tile in

NO.

it, faster boats would
By Aid. Laudaal,
be
built.
To
make
the
new boals faster
Reach Brothers,Gerrit J. Haverkate, Rtnolrtd, That the Council take a recess of ten
Roclof
A.
Schouten,
Jacob
Van
der
Veen,
they
would
have
to
be
lengthened out,
yANDERHAAR, U., Dealer In Fresh, Suit,
minuics.—Adopted.
and Smoked Meats *nd Vegetables; paper VVm. J. Scott, Fred. U. Nye, Teunis KepAfter recess the Com. on Claims and Accounts given sharper lines, and their engine
and twine; 8th street.
ple, Lots 6 and 7 block 44 to whom it may reported hack, the following bills:
E. Vaupell, stone etc ........... ............. $8 35 power would have to be increased. After

I/'UITE.J.,Dealer

Hudson vllle... 10 15

5 57 10 07 3 52

COMMUNICATIONS PROM
The Clerk reported oath of

WHOLE

The story about that fast

Council.

Holland, Mich., June 15,1881.
The Common Council met in regular session
and In the absence of the Mayor, was called to
order by the President pro ttm Aid. Butkau.
Aldermen present: Ter Vree, Beach, Butkau,
Beukema, Winter, Laudaal Kulte, and the Clerk.
Minutes of last meetingread and approved.
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
A petition was presentedfrom the Director* of
Lyceum Hall, praying that instead of the present
system of exacting certainfixed sums from parties
using hall for lectures, etc., that the hall pay a
yearly licensetherefor.—Referred to Com. on
Wais and Means.
A petition was presented from twenty-four real
estate owners on Ninth street praying that the
grade he established and staked out. to the end
that the property owners may move In an Intelligent manner for the further improvement of said
street.— Referredto the Com. ou Streetsand

Produce. Etc.
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THE
The Captains of
Silesia,Ohio

and

EAST.
the ocean steamships

Salicr were arrested in

New

York and held to the action of the Grand Jury
for carrying an excessive number of passengers. Bail was given in each case.

The

Legislatureof Pennsylvania was

in session for 187 days, but the State Treasurer

refusesto pay anything above $1,000, mileage,
and stationery.The membera have resolved to
institute legal proceedings to recover $125,500
more than

is

been given $2,000 to vote for’Dopew for Senator, and had handed the money to Speaker
Sharpe. He therefore demanded an investigation, which wae ordered. In the joint convention Conkling obtained34 votes for the short
term, Jacobs 49, and Wheeler 23. Depew led
off for the long term with 53 votes, Kernan getting 50, and Platt 29. After the
ballots, Assemblymen Armstrongand Sisson
stated that they had been approached by bribers
in the interest of Depew. Before the investigation committee, in the evening, Assemblyman Bradley swore that Senator Sessionsoffered him $2,000 to change his vote from Platt
to Depew, Another member of the Assembly
swore that he was offered money to vote for
Depew at the election in January last ____
At the specialelectionheld in the Second
(Charleston)Congressional district of South
Carolina, to All the vacancy caused by the death
of Congressman M. P. O’Connor, Daniel Dilablo, Democrat, was elected without opposition.
The Republicansdid not pnt forward any candidate, as they hold that Mackey, their candidate of last fall, was elected over O’Connor,
and that no vacancy exists.
• i
, „ , ,

The

offered them.

The attention of the treasury ollicials
Now York has been called to the large

i
New York Legislature bahotea

twice for Senatorson tho 10th inst., with about

the same result as tho two preceding days.
Gen. Spinolarose in the House and proposed
that the $2,000 alleged bribe money be devoted to tho support of impecunious members
kept in involuntary servitude at the capital.
Tho Bribery InvestigatingCommittee examworth of clipped silver,which he sods at 2 per ined Shaker Sharpe. He testifiedto receiving
cent, discount. The mischief can be stopped
the $2,00 ) from Bradley, and ho handed the
by a law prohibitingthe trallic except on the
sum to the Chairman of jbe committee.Armbasis of weight.
strong, of Oneida comity,testified that he had
iJaine papers state that Justice Clif- been offered money by Edwards, a lobbyist, to
vote against Conkling.
ford’s physical health has improved very much,
in

amount of punched and mutilated coin in circulation, and an investigationhas been resolved upon. One broker receiveseach week
from country customersfrom $150 to $300

but that he has not recoveredhis mental vigor.

Ho

occasionally goes to his office and engages
in conversation,but his memory is defective,
and ho soon forgets with whom he is talking.
____ The great Brooklyn bridge is a costly affair.
Thus far nearly $13,009,000have been expended on it, and it will take another ^ear and some
more millions of dollars to complete it.

THE WEST.
Wm. May

and other ranchmen of the
Uncompahgre valley, to the number of 100,
hud a battle with Utes, driving them off with
a loss of two, and then resolved to maintain
their settlements. This

may

.

The

State

Supremo Court of New

year and the other is the seventeen-yearlocust,
and this is the first time they have appeared in
the same year since 1660. Prof. Itiley says
these locusts cannot do anv damage except to young fruit-trees, in the limbs
of whir*h they deposit eggs. He says the
locusts will suddenly disappearbefore long.
.
In regard to the declaration of Jeff D^vis that
Joe Johnston should have taken his army
into Washington after the victory of Bull Ban,
the latter states that the mass of the Confederates supposed that the war had ended with
.

.

that struggle.

At

the close of the inquest into the

Victoriadisasterat Loudon, Ontano, Capt.

Rankin and Manager Parish were arrestedon
complaint of Postmaster Joues, who lost a
daughter by the calamity.

The Coroner’s inquiry into

the Vic-

toria disaster at London, Ontario, by which
over 200 people were drowned, resultedIn a

The

.

FOREIGN.
Collisionsbetween

the military and

,

.

humcane

v.n

», AA.,ni^
over Dickinson
county, Kan., in fKo
the ,*tninitn
vicinity nf
of

Salomon City. It swept over a tract six miles
long and five miles wide, demolishing nearly
everythingin its path. The hail beat the corn
and other crops into the ground. Some of the
stones were ten inches in circumference. Six
houses were torn into fragments, and, so far,
seven persons have been killed.It is thought
that other personshave perishedalso.

Official reports ns to the condition
of the fall-wheat crop in Illinois, says the Chi-

cago Tribune, arc very far from satisfactory.
In the central portion of the State, where nearly one-third of the wheat crop is grown, 44 per
cent of the ground sown with fall wheat has
been plowed up, and the remainingacreage
will not yield more than 45 per cent, of an average. In the southern divisionof the Slate,
where nearly two-thirds is grown, 16 per cent,
of the wheat acreage has been plowed up, and
the remaining acreagewill hardly yield half the
average. Complaints of chinch bugs, army
worms, etc., are numerous, and ou the whole
the reports are exceedinglyunfavorable and
very discouraging.

The

villages of King City,

Rosendale

and Berlin, situated in NorthwesternMissouri,
were visited on Sunday night, the 12th inst,
bv a catastrophe of appalling dimensions.!
ifarly in the evening a cyclone swept down on
the devoted villagers and their rural neighbors with resistless fury, and marked
its pathway with desolationand death.

.

±

pie killed.

The

As the Chicago express train on the
Wabash railroad, going north, passed through

night of tho 13th inst.,it ran into a wagon containing seven persons, killing four of them outright, and more or less injuring the others.
The wife of a respected farmer named Albert
Creswell, her child and two orphan nephews
were tho victims.

469,688

4,752

:

‘

]

Widows exhibit a pathetic helplessness historicpictures ? He is u spy in the emat times combined with the versatile ploy of the Federal Government.We’ve
sympathy of a father confessor. They just about proved it on him, and he’s
might often vie with the lawyers in ex- come to Richmond to photograph all us
!
"f «“«*«* working Of mental
members for tho Federal gallery ; and
( milihinery of human nature. For the
when this thing blows up the other side
; widow has graduated in the tender eniowill have all our pictures to aid them in
, tious. She is, therefore, able to regard
the search and prosecution! Fact, Gar-

;

An

to

experience “widows did not mourn the
husband, but for the want of one,”
In such cases tho weeds— at a distance
a flag of distress— often resolve themselves, on nearer acquaintance, into the
defiant symbol of the roving privateer.
It is not for want of warning that weak
humanity falls a victim. Mr. Weller
spoke with the feeling of a long-suffering
experienceinwarning his son to “beware
of widows.” As the widow unattached
may work infiniteg<x>d os au angel of
light, she may do still greater mischief
in the opposite character. Her words
have weight and her example authority
which carry conviction to the hearts of
those among whom she lives and moves.
ent method of election in France— the scnUin —New Yard Star.
Government expects to be able (Cnrron<lissmienl —correspondsto the pre-

method in the United States
$1,000,000. A wnere the various districts elect Congressmen by separate votes. The method

prove that the star-routepeople plundered vailing

the treasury to the extent of

r
aud tho reportswhich

W»U

investigating

the Territorial routes,
have recently been received show

.

extensive
frauds ____ Commander MontgomerySicard has
been appointed Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance of the Navy Department, vice Commodore Jeffers, who lias resigned ..... The CollecChief Justice Sener, of the Supreme tors of Internal Revenue have been informed
Court of Wyoming Territory, decided recently that,
, owing to the appropriationof the current
fhcil year being nearly exhausted, gaugers
that the marriage of Leo Chin with a white
and storekeepers will only be pail to June 20
woman, which took place at Denver, Col., was at present.
valid. Cheyenne is all “tore up" over the
•

_

THE

a

and

was

;

ain’t it ?

proposed

by

is the

Gambetta—

the

scrulin de

lisle—
same as if all the Cougressraen in one of our States were to be elected on a general ticket by the majorityvote of

The Terrible Tragedy.
The thick thunder threatened torrents ; the tempest tossed the trees,
throwing their tremblingtrunklets topsyturvy.

tin- State ____

’

.

“ ‘So I’ve heard, Vest,’ he said.

“Well, Peter didn’t stop any longer
than it took him to say, ‘My God ! ’ and
in two minutes he was just out of sight.
That evening he came rushing into my
room with : ‘ Vest, you’ve done me a
great favor, and I’ll remember it to my
dying day.’
“ ‘ Find your man, Peter ?
“ ‘ You bet I did. The infernalrascal had that machine of his in the back
room, and was oiling me up. I just
went up to him with this trusty sixshooter, (it was about a yard long) and
put it to his ear, and says I, ‘ Shell out!
Well, he shelled kind o’ lively like, and
I mashed it into 1,000 pieces. No Federal gallery in mine !
“Well, when the surrender came,
Peter was under tho conviction that the
whole Federal Governmeut had combined to capture him, and he set out for
California on foot. Yes, he’s out there
yet, waiting for the animosity against
him to cool down.”— WashingtonCap’

’

’

____

ital.

A Lucky
As a

Thing.

feeling his way up
street one dark night he suddenly made
out the form of a man only a few feet
away. After a halt and embarrassing
silence he called out :
citizen

“Say, you

loss of

Once more an American horse has
Tripping toward the town, Theresa
captured one of the leading turf trophiesin thought, “To-night Theodore treads the
Europe, Mr. James R. Keeue’s Foxhallhaving
tiresome thoroughfare,thinking things
won the Grand Prize of Paris, otherwise known
as the French Derby. The stakes amounted to that-”
135^00. Thus in the two greatest foreign GotlThud !
testa— the EnglishDerby aud the French Grand
The terrifiedtruant turns to trace the
Prize— in both of which were entered the cream threatening turmoil. There, toward the
of the European thoroughbreds, American
GENERAL.
toll-gate,tramped Theodore, trying to
decision.
horses have careiedoff the honors and tho
Ax
the
parade
of
the
Army
of
the
throttle two thieves.
SOUTH.
money.
Potomac,
at
Hartford,
Gens.
Burnside,
Wright,
“ Take to the timber, Theresa 1” thunA single highwayman, masked, stopped
The Scmtin de Liste bill, for the enFranklin and Devons marched in the ranks. An
dered
Theodore.
a stage-coachnear San Antonio, Tex., on board
oration was deliveredat tho opera-house by largement of popular representationin the
“ Tell that to timid things,” thought
of which were four passengerswith the driver, Daniel Dougherty,
brief speeches French National Assembly, which passed the Theresa, treading tiger-like,tip-toe
number of famous lower iiou.se of that body recently, has been reand rilledthe mails and robbed the passengers. were made by
toward the trio. Then, tolling Theoelected jected by tho upper house. It is a defeat for
____ An old man named K. Hall, livmg near leaders. Gen. Dovens
Locksburg, Sevier county, Ark., was robbed and President, and Detroit was selected Gambetta, aud the effect will be an exciting dore to throw the taller thief, Theresa,
afterward murdered by three negroes, who as the place of meeting next year. At the campaign on vital political issues between tho taking t’other’s toga, tied through the
assisted him to cross, a swollencreeK. The fact banquet Gen. Sherman pronounced the army Progressive party, led by Gambetta, and tho Con- thickness the thief’s throat.
becoming known by the citizens, they turned the skirmishlino along the frontier of civiuaa- servative Republicans,under President Grevy....
Thus terminated the terrible trouble
out in a body and captured the murderers, who tion. Ho also denounced as false the state- Her physicians having decided that Mrs. Edthat threatenedthe twain. They turned
confessed, and hanged them to a tree near the ments of Jeff Davis as to the burning of Co- win Booth’scondition requires her immediate
spot where they committed their dastardly lumbia. Robert T. Lincoln was given three removal home, her husband has been obliged triumphantly to town, there to tell the
tale. To-morrow ties them together.
crime.... The Texas Pacific railroad has been cheers on the conclusionof bis address.
to cancel all his English engagements....An
completed into Tom Green county, about 300
A startling revelation was made by Italian exploringparty is reportedto have been
miles eaat of El Paso, which point will be
murdered near B&ilul, Egypt, aud the Italian
Honoring a Mother’s Feelings.
reached by the end of the year, as two miles of tho experts who examined the hull of the Governmenthas telegraphedto Cairo demandA burgler entered a house in which a
track are being laid each day.
wrecked steamer Victoria, at London, Ontario. ing strict inquiry and the punishmentof the
mother was sitting up with a sick child:
By the explosion of the Mississippi A large hole was found stove in the bottom, murderers.
confirming the theory that she sank through
“Sir,” she said in a whisper, as soon
A large number of peasants are emiSteamboat Hanna, near Now Orleans, five men pure leakage. Where tho hole was knocked in
as she could compose herself to speak,
grating
from
the
Russian
province
of
Tomsk
were killed and several others seriously there is no evidence, but it was probwounded,
ably on the passage to Bpringbank ____ to Siberia because of poverty. So great is the “there is nothing valuable in this house
A fire at Quebec, Canada, destroyed 657 exddns that the ferry-boaton tho Volga is except that child’s life, at least to me,
POLITICAL.
buildings, including fit. John’s Chore lC and in- taxed to the utmost in order to transport them
The eighth ballot for Senators at Al- flicted a total loss of about $2,500,000. Five across. Voluntaryexile to Silieriais something but you may find otherwise. Here, take
my keys, search every where, -take what
bany resulted : Short term— Jacobs,50; Conk- lives are known to have been lost in tho confla- new ____ Lorillard’s horse Iroquois, which won
you want, but speedily and without
ling, 34; Wheeler, 21; Rogers,15; Cornell, 19; gration. The burned quarte r was inhabitedby the Derby, carried off tho Prinot of Wales
noise, I implore you.”
scattering. 15. Long term-Keruan,51; Platt, rather well-to-do people, and the loss will not stakes at Ascot. Tho victory of Iroquois
She handed him the keys, placed her
29; Depew, 51; Cornell, 10; scattering, 14.... fall very heavily on them. Relief committees seemed to please the Britons present....
Tho Ohio Republican Convention renominated have alreadybeen formed to take care of the The refusal of t:ie Republican members of tho finger on her lip, and pointed to tha
Charles Foster for Governor by acclamation. sufferers.The Legislative Assembly has voted French Chamber of Deputies to support the door.
proposal Tor advancing tho time for the dissoState Treasurer Turuev and Atty. Gen. Nash $10,000.
The burgler moved quietly away, then
were also renominated.J. G. Richards, of
O’Donovan-Rossa takes to himself lution of tho chambers is regarded as a greater turned and said in a low voice:
rebuff to Gambteta than the rejection of the
Jefferson county, was nominated for Lieutenant
“Is he very sick?”
Goveroo*-, and Nicholas Longworth for Su- and his skirmisherstho glory of having blown Scrulin de Lisle bill. Tho proposal was suppreme Judge, and George Poul for member of up H. M. 8. Doterol, and further says that (>orted by only seventymembers aud was op“His life hangs on. the continuanceof
the Board of Public Works. A resolutionin- Irishmen in the royal navy are ready to destroy posed by 250 membera.
this sleep.”
Joining tho administrationof PresidentGar- other vessels at liis command.
“Then he will recover for all the noise
field was unanimously adopted.
Prof. Riley, of the United States
Boston beaux take their sweethearts I’ll make,” the robber answered, laying
In the New York Legislature, on the Entomological Commission,says the locusts to ride in open horse own.— Bouton
down the keys and noiselessly taking his
9th inst., AssemblymanBradley, of Cataraugus u-iw appearing in the West and South are of Post. That’s the place to collect the
departure, but absolutelynothing else.
county, volunteereda statement that he had two distinct breeds ; that one is tho thirteen- fair.
— Utica Herald.

,

land

a

Scarcely nad the people begun to
comprehend the calamity that had befallen
them when a second cyclone appeared to
complete whatever destruction tho first had
left undone. Tlie. resultantloss of property
is placed at from $200,000 to $500,000, ied paupers from Ireland in New York would
France is on the verge of another test
while tho death list is large but not be objectedto. replied that poverty would be of the earnestnessand adhesivenessof the new
definite. A most destructive hurricane uo bar to immigrants willing to work and obey
also swept through Central Iowa on the the laws, but that America wanted no dissolute republican spirit of that land. What is known
afternoon of the 13th, killing aud maiming paupers or criminals.
as the ecnitin ile lisle has brought on the presa number of persons, causingimmense damage
The State Department at Washington ent menace of a Governmental crisis. The influence of Gambetta was strong enough
to the crops, killing cattle and poultry, and
demolishingmany residences and outbuildings. is distributing a pamphlet on hog products, the to carry this project through the AsThe number of human lives lost has not yet facts having been obtained through official sembly, but the Senate, by the close
been definitely ascertained,but it will not be sources. It is stated that in Chicago a large vote of 148 to 144, has rejected it. The presmuch if any less thau twenty. Tho stonn at trade is done in Limerick bacon and bams, ent practice in France,as m this country, is to
some points was of tremendous force, and which are sold in the English and Irish mar- elect members of tho popular branch of Parthere was no withstanding it. The hailstones kets at almost double the price asked for hon- liament by districts,or arrowlisstinents as they
are called there. Gambetta originated,and
which fell were of immense size, in some cases | estly-brandedAmerican cuts.
as large as goose-eggs,and caused great havoc Dortmartpr Gr\fral James in renlv after a desperatestruggle carried through the
among birds, rabbits aud game of all kinds 1 0STMASTEK general James, m reply Chamber of Deputies,the scheme for ellectin
throughout the storm area.
.The vicinity of i to expressions of fear that he may carry econo- the Deputies by departments,which is callSi
Wells, in Minnesota, suffered from a cyclonic my too far and thus cripple the postal service, the sa'ulin de lisle. The differencebetween
visitation on the 12th inst. Houses, barns aud 8avs that there need be no fear whatever on the two methods of election may bo fairly
illustratedby the American system. The presfences were prostrated, and two or three peo- this head,
.

4

Prince Bismarck's illness continues,and by
order of his physiciansho refrains from ail
work that is not absolutely necessary. All work
dono by him now is performedwhile m a re- | with disinterestedfrieudlessnessthose
cross-examinedAssemblyman Bradley at great cumbent position.
| attackedwith the premonitory symptoms
length. Ho reiteratedthe story that Senator
The centennial of the birth of George of the malady, from which she has, perSessions had tried to corrupt him, and detailed
Stephenson, the originatorof railway locomo- haps, long ago suffered herself, and to
the circumstances.
Associated Press telegram from tion. was celebratedtho other day in various prescribe accordingly. In the novels
parts of England, the chief’ observance Pyrasmus tells his passions to the moon,
Washington : “ The Secretaryof the Natiouai being at Newcastle-on-Tyne, where there
and Thisbe to her pillow. As a matter
Greenback Committee says that the Greenback was a processionof railway locomotives,nearof fact, they usually pour forth their
ly every railway company in the United Kingmembers of the next Congress will stand soliddom
being representedin the line by its most story to the sympatheticear of tho widow,
ly together on all questions. He says nine
members of the next House are pledged to powerful engine. In the afternoonthere was a whom ns advertisementssay, no houseprocession of trade societies,100,000persons hold should be without. She possesses
meet in Greenback caucus aud determine upon
participating ____ A riot broke out on the raceand carry out Greenbackpolitics. These nine
the experiencesand authority which atmembers counted upon are Ladd aud Murch, course at Cork, which resulted in the wounding tach by right to the fogy, and all the
of a Chilian by a bayonet Twenty rioters were
of Maine ; Bramin and Mosgrove, of Pennsylarrested, as was also a prominent Land-Leaguer airy enterprise of the skittish matron.
vania
Rife, Hazeltiue,Burroughsand
named Tobin.
Even the young bride hangs on her lips.
Fort, of Missouri, and Jones, of Texas.” ____
In the Senatorialballot at Albany, Conkling
Ireland continues in a disturbed state, At Christmas parties she is an infallible
received 31 votes to 23 for Wheeler, and 50 for and the authorities seem to be at their wits’ oracle, au incarnate ballroom guide, a
Jacobs. For the long term, Depew had 55
ends. Rows and riots, shootings and scrim- living and breathing file of Myra's. /oKrvotes and Platt 26. In the bribery investigamages, prosecutionsand persecutions ccntinue nal. At the meet her pony carriage is
tion, Senator Sessions admitted that in 1862 he
with great frequency,and there does not seem mobbed by the men, while the women
was present in Albany as a lobbyist,and received
money for urging the passage of several bills, to be any indication of the return of jjeaoe aud half enviously recognize the charm of
quiet, and the inauguration of justice and fair
crape. Strange to say, she disarms the
getting $5,500 on a scheme to secure a site for
play. Meanwhile Britain is alarmed about ruthe postoffice in New York, and acting as a lobcritics of her own sex. She cau sympamors of Fenian plots to blow up buildings and
byist for six or seven years. Assemblyman Bradpeople, so that, while the Irish policemau is thize with the misgivings of the callow
ley went through a lonp cross-examination
____
engaged in quelling riots, his English brothers debutante aud guide her asj she learns
Ex-Senator Thurman, in a letter to his son,
are employed in ferretingout conspiracies to go alone. She has known the domestic
savs that he cannot be a candidate for Goverhor of Ohio under any circumstances ; that and looking out for conspirators ..... cares of the matrou, and even for the
American agent has been trying
when he left the Senate he made up his mind
to
engage
Patti for
tour through veteran campaigner, whose arms have
to retire to privatelife ; and that he has arthis country,but has not succeeded,owing to not yet secured the matrimonial laurel,
rived at tbe age when a man should stop holdthe influenceof NicoliuL Patti, through her she abounds in experiences which always
ing office.
friend, asked 2,600,000francs for the tour, sound new and often prove invaluable,
WASHINGTON*
which the American considered too much ____
for she is regarded, rightly or wrongly,
Secretary Blaine, in response to a Two Irishmen, named McKevett and Roberts, as disinterested But there are widows
made a futile effort to blow up tho Town Hull,
question as to whether the landing of able-bod- Liverpool, England. They were arrested.
and widows. Addison said that in his

l

-

said Senator Butler
Washington, June 14.
the other day, “that the story you tell
The census for the cereal product of 1880,
about that fellow in Richmond who went
which is the crop of 1879, has been completed.
to have his picture taken is about the
It shows the constantly-increasing
prosperity
best you can get off. Let’s have it. ”
of the country. Tho total wheat and corn crop
“ Well,” said the humorous little Senis 3,232,679,681 bushels. The total rye, oats, ator from Missouri, “ we had a man by
barley and buckwheatis 481,905,000bushels. tho name of Peter Wilkes, who was
The total product of the country aggregated elected to the ConfederateCongress from
2,714,003,681 bushels. This is a remarkable tho Springfield(Mo.) district, and he
increase in the productions of cereals during came down to the seat of Governmeut
the last decade. During tho last teu years with the air of a Webster about him, and
Indiana and Illinoishave nearly doubled their just looked and talked for all the world
wheat production,Iowa has quadrupled hers,
as if the entire responsibilityof the cause
Minnesota doubled, Wisconsin suffered a loss
of about 1,000,000 bushels. Kansas increased rested on his individualshoulders. I
eight-fold, and Nebraski and Colorado seven- knew him at home, and hence was
fold. The following are the complete returns spared the anxiety of being disturbed
of wheat and corn as complied by tho Census
about his gre itness. It was not long
Bureau for 1880
before the close of the war when Garland
Wheat, 1880. Corn, 1880.
Ohio .......
..... 4«, 014, 809 112,681,040 and I were walking down Grace street,
Indiana .....
..... 47,288,089 117, 121, 91S
and Peter ran into us. He had a benign
Illinois.......
.... M,!:«1,4S5 327,790,895
Michigan .....
..... 35,637,01)730,844,229 smile on his face, and I knew ho had
Iowa ..........
..... 31,177,225 270,093,295 been engaged in some agreeablesport.
Wisconsin .....
..... 34,884,089 85,991,404
Coming ii]) to us, ho said: ‘Vest, I’ve
Minnesota ____
..... 34,625,675 14,979,744
Missouri ......
..... 24,971,727 203,464,621)
been down street here to a photograKansas .......
.... 17, .124, 141 106,791,482
pher’s. Got acard from him the other day
Nebraska .....
.... 13,846,742 65,785,572
Colorado ......
---- 1,475,569 -.5,988 asking me to call and sit for a picture.
Dakota ........
..... 3,018,854 2,078,089 He wants to get up the whole ConfederMontana ......
.....
5,794
Wyoming .....
.....
65,000 ate Congress,— something historic,eh?*
Idaho .........
.... 540,504 16,408 —and Peter’s waistband stretchedperUtah ..........
..... 1,167,268 164,244 ceptibly at the thought of being thus
New Mexico..
.... 708,788 050,954
Arizona .......
..... 189,517 36,240 embalmed for posterity.Tipping a
Washington...
.... 1,921,382
39,900 wink to Garland, I said
Nevada .......
70,404
11,891
“ ‘What shop do you mean, Peter?’
Oregon ........
.... 7,480,492
127,67.
California .....
.... 28,787,133
“ Oh, downjhere ou Main street,’ giv2,050,007
ing a certain number. Just then I
To’il ................ 272,647,51
1,303,188,529
turned to Garland with alarm painted
Total for tho country: Wheat and corn,
on my face, and said:
2,232,697,081; rye, oats, barley and buckwheat,
“ ‘ Why, Peter, you big ass, where
481,905,000.Total, 2,714,002,681.
have you been in the last two weeks ?
Haven’t you heard anything about that
'Hie Versatilityof Widows.
fellow down there pretending to take

1“

balloting at Albany on the 13th

tJte Commissioners, whp are engaged in selectinst. was of about tho same monotonousnature
ing a new reservation.A general outbreak of
as of the preceding days, and gave no indicathe Indians is deemed liableat an early date.
. | tion of an early break of the dead- lock. The
MOST destr active
swept j Bribei7 Inve8tigating Committee examined and

A

A Scared Ex-Confederate.
“ I think, Vest,”

:

wholesalecensure of the officersof the wrecked
steamer and of the Governmentinspector ...
Over $100,000,000 in 8pc*io was imported
into this country from Europe during the ten
mouths ending May 31. The gold imports
are virtually suspended just now ____
Farmers residing in the vicinityof Quebec complain of tho extreme drought, which threatens
to destroy the whole hay crop ____ Miss M. M.
Gillct,a Wisconsin lady law student, now residing in Washington, has been appointed a
notary public for tho District of Columbia by
the President. This is the first instance whare
a woman has been appointedto such a position
by any President

the peasantry are reported from all parts of
Hampshire has decided that tho presentLegis- Ireland. A force of marines sent from Bnntry
lature is the proper body to elect United States to Ballydchob were only saved from annihilaSenator.
tion by the intervention of tho parish priest,
There were only 104 members of the and were driven back under his protectionto
the place from which they started by the
Legislature in tho joint conventionat Albany peasantry, who gathered to the number of
on the 11th inst., and the ballot for Senators several thousand, armed with spades, hamshowed no changes of candidates worthy of mers, axes, scythes and other such
note. AssemblymanTrimble,a New York law- weapons. An attempt was made to wreck a
yer, testified before the Bribery Committee train containinga body of troops in the same
ihat he bad been offered money bv a lobbyist region. In the town of Skibbereenthe branch
named Edwards to change his vote from Platt of the Munster Bank was wrecked. At Droto Depew.
more, on the borders of Ulster, a bailiffwas

embarrass the

CROP REPORTS FOR 1879.

!

was

”

“ Yes.
“

Are you an honest man

“Yes;

are

”

?

you?”

“Yes.”
“

Have you got any money

?

”

“ Not a red. How is it with you ? ”
“I’m also dead broke, flow are you
armed ? ”
‘ ‘ With a club. How
are you ? ”
“ I’ve got a club, too. What a lucky
thing it is that we spoke to each other
If either of us had been a robber we
might have killed our man and not got a
1

cent

!

__________

”

THE MARKETS.
Reeves .........
(ff 12 25
Hour .........
@ 6 00
Cotton ..................
11 V
Floor -Superfine................ 4 00 (4 4 50
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ . 1 19 (4 1 20
No. 2 Rod ............... 1 25 @ 1 27
Cons— Ungraded ................
46 ,V4 57
Oath— Mixed Western............. 46
49
Pork— Mess .................... .15 75 (A 16 75

(4

(4

<4 GY

CHICAGO.

6 30
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers.. . 5 80
3 (K) (4 4 75
Cows and Heifers .......
5 55
Medium to Fair ........
Hons ............................ 4
loud— Fancy White Winter Ex. . 5
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 5
\\ heat— No. 2 Spring ............
. 1
No. 3 Spring .............
Corn— No. 2 ....................
Oats— No. 2 ..................
Rye— No. 2 ......................
. 1
Barley— No. 2 ....................
Butter- Choice Creamery ........
Eo<M— Fresh. .............. .
.
Pork— Mess ......................
Lahd .............................
F

.

.

.

.

.

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No.

75
75
ou
07
97

(n 6 15
Ov 6 25
(n 5 .'HI
(.t 1 09
irf 1 00
43
37 (iv 38
Hi (nj 1 05
@ 1 US
29
16

«t
(4

(nl

14

(ir

10^

16

^

15
2

5

10

V

in

.....................
<» i 13
No. 2 .....................
1 08 <«. 1 11
Cohn— No. 2 ......................
41 («; 42
Oath— No. 2 ....................... 36 t* 37
Rye— No. ........................i oi (4 1 02
Hadley— No. 2.... ................ 95 (a, 96
Pouk— Mew .......................
15 75 <*16 00
Uadi. ............................. 10^(4 I0)f
HI. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red .................Ill a 1 12
Cohn— Mixed ................ ..;.‘T. ~iS irt 46
Oath— No. 2 ........................36 <» 37
Rye ................................
1 16 r* 1 17
PoBK— Mew ........................ 16 50 (n.16 75
l

1

Laud

.........

;

....................lu^
CINCINNATI.

Wheat ..........................

v» 1 14
Corn .....................
46
Oath ............................
40
.. 39
Rye .............................
(<» 1 07
(416 50
Pork— Mew ......................
Lard ............................
..
10Y

@
@

10X0

TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 1

............
.. 1 15
No. 2 Rod ..............
.. 45
Cohn— No. 2 .....................
Oats .............................
White.

(4 1 17
(4 1 16
46
40

0
0

DETROIT.
@ 6 50
.....
White ..............1 16 .9 1 17
Cons— No. ......................
45
46
Oath— Mixed ...................... 40
42
Radley (per oenUl) ................ 1 60 @ 2 39
Pork— Mew ......................17 25 «17 50
Flour— Choice ............

.

Wheat-No. 1

@
@

]

INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat— No.

Red .................1 11 @ 1
Cohn— No. 2 ....................... 48 (4
Oats ..........................
40 ($
POBK-Mew ........................
15 00 @15
2

12
49
41
50

EAST LIBERTY, PA.
CATTLE-Beet .........
5 25 @ 5 65
Fair .....................
4 50 @ 5 00
Common ...............
8 75 @ 4 80
...............................
5 60
SHEEP .............................
2 50

IIoos

@
@

6 15
6 00

their duties. Injuries

about the head,

AT THE CAPITAL.

w Burmined that tko Governor will alw refuse
to sign thin bill ax he did the origiiud Howell

such as sailors and railroad employes

Close of Hie I.ongcht Kcwwlon in JBIchare particularly subject to, may cause
Ivan’N Ilintory — ApproprlallouMof
diminished color perception. Alcohol the Seft»ion--S«iia(orial and Hepre-

HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
The

by

estate left

Col. Thomas A.

Scott is valued at $4,000,000.

President Garfield’slife
for

insured

is

$25,000 for the benefit of his wife.

New Orleans

is not only

second port of export
but

ahead of

is far

all

now

the

in the country,

the others except

New York.

Borins

had

portend violent storms
through the summer.

all

The

a

indeed, in “holding the fort” alone. This

1 .

makes the session of 1881 the longestin the

J

papers of Germany are iust now

J

1
very busy indorsing and encouraging :
the colonizationsocieties which are es-

*
,n,

.
,

^

j

J?on&to juHl in time' "ith not a day to
Gov. Jerome nominated on the 8th, as a com-

.

for some years mission to locate the new insane asylum: Perry
having outlived its predecessorby a few davs.Hauuah,
......Ira
.....
' ' H. Van verse City ; ”Edwin
Dusen,
The one of 1879 had 151 and that 'of 1877 onlv Kalamazoo,
Milton H. Butler, Mount
history of the State, each

one

----

theso
and

Clemens. Ho also nominated
Water
Commis^ it were very strauge if, during all
--------------ys and weeks and months, some probable sioners for Detroit and a long list of Notaries
tablished
for
the
purpose
of
directing1
and
much-neoded
legislationhas not bocn done, [Public. The Senate confirmed the whole list
Speaking of the New Testament revi"ith open doors, the first instance of an execuemigration to certain parts of South ! 118 1wel1
"ere better uudone.
sion, the Rev. Robert Collyer, late of
As we indicated m our last, the closing weeks tive session having been held with no socresv
for
Chicago, thought the revisersshould America, as, for instance, the La Plata 0f a session, particularlyafter tho final adAs the adjournment of the Legislaturelias
states and certain portionsof Southern J journmeut day has been fixed and h nearly
rave left hell out in the twenty places in
deprivedyour correspondentof this branch of
..
I reached,must necessarily consist very largely
Brazil. They claim that m those conn- 1 jn winding up the affairs of tho concern,so his occupation,ho takes this occasion to write
inich it occurs, and substitute “ Hades,”
tries the German immigrant will retain
"kilo a fi
few bills of considerableimport- the one word “ farewell.” Oiiheuveh.
^Gehenna” or “Tartarus.”
| ance have been passed during the past week,
his nationality, and that for the future | m(*t of those acted upon have been under conMICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

.

Railroad

Company has he

48

.

,

_

The Panama

\4
| d.

.

years.

|

Hiderationfor soiuo time and have been

re-

Monday, June

ferred to before.

a
.
i

Hade a good bargain with the De LesTHE TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
of the session reach the snug little sum of
ttps Canal Company, selling forty- seven
$2,038,476. Of this sum $200,1)00 (half of tho
Time was in England when a presenta- amount appropriatedtor tho new insane asymiles of pour track for $20,000,000.
lum) is not to he raised until 1883, thus leaving
y
The purchase of the road by the French tion at the Queen’s drawing-room was
tfitiu
»v 1881
1WU1 aud 1UU‘)
,
...... . i ou
as tViix
the actual
actual ntxnr/Mvrin
appropriations
for
1882
complete
certificate
of
the
eligibility
of
(
*1)838,476,
against
*1,848,416
in
1879
and
1880,
crowds all American interests off the

_

isthmus.

.

. ...

+

f

x

a

the person thus distinguishedfor entry ' or just $10,000 less. According to these tigr
arcs the claim that this has been one of the
upon the best society of London or the | niogt extravagant of Legislaturesis hardly
Patti has determined to retire from
European capitals. But “the best so- proven.
REAPTORTIONMENT COMPLETED.
the erratic stage at the close of the
ciety ” has grown so enormously, and
Tho hitch over the Senate Keapj ortionment
present year. Twelve farewell perwealth has so multiplied, that the Lon- bill in the House was settled early in the week,
and the bill passed both houses as indicated
formances at Covent Garden will be the
don Times says that the publicationof suine weeks ago by us.
She then comes to America to
The SenatorialIteapportionmcnt bill which
one’s name as having been presented to
passed the Senate some davs ago finallypassed
sing at 200 concerts at $2,000 a concert,
the Queen no longer carries weight, and the House in the closing hours of doing busireceiving a sum of $400,000.
in no way affects one’s social standing. ness, on Wednesday, and. as it makes radical
changes in the number aud arrangement of
about half tho districts,it may interest readers
Mayor King, of Philadelphia,has isOleomargarine continues to have a to see the districts in tabular form, with tho
sued a proclamationforbidding the mak- hard time of it in the legislative bodies. number of inhabitantsin each district. The
exact ratio is one Senatorto 51,133 inhabitants;
ing or selling of fire-worksin that city The Pennsylvania House of Representbut as no county can be divided iu forming a
at any time
the future, and announ- atives has passed a bill requiringevery district unless it is entitled to more than one
Senator,according to the constitution, there
ces that he means to enforce the pro- hotel proprietor or restaurant keeper to
ensues great inequality. Tho differencebehibition to the letter. The dealers and put in at least four conspicuous places, tween tho largest and smallest district is over
40.000 ; and while 15 have a surplus, 17 have a
the small boys are consequently in a if he uses either, a placard bearing the deficiency in tho true ratio.

t

-

end

m

state of gloom.

A London

inscription : “ Imitation butter or cheese

writer

says

: “I

served here.” This is
tasted
.etters not less

quite lately some of the first oranges

London from
America. They

that reached

the Southern

States of

are distinctly

printed in not

to

be

in

Roman

than one inch in length,
than two continuous

less

straight lines, so that he

who

eats

may

read, and read easily.

superior to those from Spain and Portugal.” It seems probable that a remuner-

commerce will be estabbetween England and Florida.

The Empress of Russia

is

described

ative branch of

as looking like a corpse rather

lished

living being, sitting speechless aud un-

The remains of William Penn are

to

than

a

moved, as though neither seeing nor
hearing anything. It was, perhaps, a

be brought over from England and cere- premonition of Nihilisticterrors that
moniously buried in Pennsylvania,prob- made poor Dagmar so depressed when,

yard of old Independence as a bride, she traveled to meet the
Hall, at Philadelphia. The present rep- Czarewitch.The girl had to have her
resentatives of the Penn family make no
white face painted, it is said, before she
objectionto the removal, and a State entered the native city of her future
Commissioner hits been appointed to husband, that the people might not noably in the

conduct the

affair

A Mexican

at

with dignity.

Las

Vegas, New Mexi-

a

co, tied his wife firmly to

leaned her thus helpless against
took a position

tice all the

fifty feet

board,
a fence,

The

misery of her expression.

author of the word “stalwart”

was Senator Blaine. The
Tribune recalls the

New York

fact that, during

the

away, and used

spring of 1877, being asked to make an
a target for rifie practice. He
energetic protest against some phases of
did not hit her, his object being to
President Hayes’ policy touching Govs.
frighten her by imbedding the bullets
Packard and Chamberlain, the Senator
in the board close to her head and body.
from Maine concludeda lengthy teleShe fainted under the frightful ordeal.
gram to the Boston Herald of April 10
in the following words, published next
Badeau’s “ History of the War of the
her as

day in the AssociatedPress dispatches

:

Rebellion” is sharply criticised among

“I trust, also, that both Governors
what they allege to be
know that the Boston press no more
its gross inaccuracies and unjust critirepresents the ‘stalwart’ Republican
cisms. The work is sure to receive a
feeling of New England on the pending
thorough overhauling at the hands of
issues than the same press did when it
an officer who held high command in
demanded the enforcement of the Fugithe Army of the Potomac, and who has
tive Slave law in 1851.”
since filled a prominent military posimilitary

men

for

tion.

He

George Clark, once
in Cincinnati,

a wealthy barber

was one evening given

the whisky he could

all

drink. He emptied

a small glass twenty-seven times as rapidly as the barkeeper could

fill it,

taking

into his stomach about three quarts.

As he reached the door he staggered
and dropped as if dead, and the physicians at the hospital have no hopes of
having his

life.

Martin F. Conway, the first member
Congress from Kansas, who is an inmate of the Government Insane Asylum,
of

at

Washington, and has been

in confine-

ment there for five years, has written to

Kansas asking their
aid to secure a foreign appointment
Mr. Conway has spells of sanity, but at
times is almost unmanageable in his mahis old friends in

niacal frenzy.

TV

as

an American.

strict*.

Population.
1. The Fifth,Seventh, Ninth, Eleventh and
Thirteenth wards of Detroit, and townsldps of Grosso Point, Hamtramck and
Greenfield,Wayne county ............... 71,939
2. The First, Second, Third, Fourth,Sixth
and Eightu wards of Detroit..'.......... 35,174
3. The Tenth and Twelfth wards of Detroit,
and all townships iu Wayne county not
included in the First district............ 59,314
4. Comity of Washtenaw.....................
41,848
5. Monroe .................................
33,63
6. Lenawee ................................
48,343
7. Jackson. ..... ............................
42,081
R. Calhoun .................................
88,452
9. Drauch and Hillsdale ......................
60,667
1(1. Kalamazoo aud 8L Joseph ................
fij,968
11. Berrien and Casa .........................
58,788
12. Allegan and Van Burcu ...................
68,613
13. Barry and Eaton ..........................
56,542
14. Clinton and Ingham ......................
61,211
15. Oakland ..................................
41,537
16. Lapeer and Macomb ......................
61,765
17. HL Clair ..................................
46,197
18. Huron and Sanilac ........................
46.430
19. Genesee ...................................
39,219
20. Livingston and Shiawassee ................ 49,310
21. Ionia aud Montcalm ......................
67,020
22. Kent ......................................
73,262
23. Muskegon and Ottawa ...................
69,711
24. Clan',Isabella, Gratiot, Midland .......... 45,177
25. Saginaw ..................................
59,005
20. Lake, Mason, Newaygo, Oceana ........... 39, Ml
27. Manistee, Mecosta, Osceola, Wexford ..... 44,098
28. Antrim, Benzie, Charlevoix, Emmet, Grand
Traverse, Kalkaska, Leelanaw, Mauitou,
Missaukee ..............................
40,923
29. Alcona, Alpena, Cheboygan, Crawford,
Gladwin,Iosco, Montgomery, Ogemaw,
Oscoda, Otsego, Presque Isle, Roscommon ....................................
36,606
30. Buy and Tuscola ........................
63,820
31. Chippewa, Delta. Mackinac, Marquette,
Menominee,Schoolcraft................ 53,913
32. Biruga, Houghton,Isle Royale, Keeweuaw,
Ontonagon .............................
31,167
l>i

PRORATE JUDGES' SALARIES.
For years tho Legislature has been trying to
fix tbo salariesof the Judges of Probate of tho
severalcounties of tho Htate, aud they just
succeededthe past week iu doing so. The bill
provides that the salaries,to bo based on tho
populationof the several counties, shall not be
increased or diminished during the time for
which any Judge is elected. The principal
section of the bill is as follows
Section 2. Said salary, commencing on tho
1st day of January, A. D. 1882, shall be, for
the county of Wayne, $3,500. For such other
counties as have a population of not less than
70,000, $2,000. For these counties having loss
than 70,000 aud more than 40,000 inhabitants,
*1,500. For tloso counties having less than
40.000 and more than 30,000 inhabitants,
*1,300. For those counties having less than
30.000 and more than 20,000 inhabitants, $1,100.
For those counties having less than 20,000 and
more than 15,000 inhabitants, $900. For those
counties having loss than 15,000 and more than
10.000 inhabitants,*750. For those counties
having less than 10,000 and more than 7,500
inhabitants, $600. For those counties having
less than 7,500 and more than 5,000 inhabitants, $450 ; and for all counties having less
than 5,000 inhabitants, eight cents for each inhabitant of such comity
Provided, That
such salary iu any county of the class last mentioned shall not be less than $200.
MISCELLANEOUS.
The House finallypassed Senator Farr's ironclad Liquor bill that was so badly torn iu pieces
some weeks ago, and then remodeled.It is
:

foreign settlement east of the
Cape of Good Hope there lived, not
many years ago, a person whom the
rude public called “ the self-made man.”
They always insisted that he put himself together in the morning— inserted
his glass eve and ijis false teeth (some
;
said added an artificial nose), adjusted
his wig, strapped on his wooden leg—
and sallied forth. It happened that
trouble broke out between the country
to which he belonged and the one in
which he was living; and it was then
iron-clad indeed.
and there reported that he had gone to
The joint committee appointed to investigate
the United States Consul and claimed charges against tho Warden and management
protection. On being asked on what he of tho Ionia House of Correction reportedon
founded his claim, he was said to have the 7th, giving a full and comprehensive report
promptly replied that his leg was made of the chargesand ^jmcitications as they were
made, taking them iqf item by item. They exof Oregon pme, and an American dentist amined over seventy witnesses, aud reported
made his teeth.
that, while some of the charges against the
Warden were not proven,enough was proven
Training for Jersey Wfeisky.
to make it desirable for the future usefulness
There has always been a popular curi- of the institutionthat it should have a change
in the Wardonship.In this report the two
osity as to the diet of the Jerseyman. Senatorsand three ItepreseutativeH were unanScientists have wondered how and by imous, whUe Senator Dickerman and Heprewhat regimen the human stomach conld sentative Littell wont still further aud
be hardened so as to retain Jersey whis- recommended in a supplementary report a
ky. But the secret is out. A New change in the Board of Managers as well The
In

|

|

will remain in close connection with

the old Fatherland.

a

6.— Neither

house

of

reminder.

with proper remedies, and the following
Steamboat Inspection Service, not long articles which had been swallowed by
the child at odd times were recovered,
ago, Dr. B. Joy Jeffries, of Boston, said:
viz. : Ten lima beans, thirty-eight pins,
“ Color-blindness, beside being congenfive needles, three half needles, five
ital and hereditary, may be acquired. tacks, one fourpenny nail, one match,
It is a symptom of some diseases of the half of a wooden toothpick, one pebble,
three buttons, half of a hickory nut,
bruin and the optic nerve. Men, after
three large safety pins (shut), and six
an exhausting disease, like typhoidfever, hairpins. The child is doing well.—

should be tested before again

res

inning- Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Both houses again passed a joint resolution
to amend the constitution so as to give the
Circuit Judges $2,500 instead of $1,500, to be
submitted to the people at tho November election in 1880. As that isn't too much for a
good and able Judge— and Michigan oughtn't
to have any others— all should vote “ Yes.”
Both bouses also passed in the closing hours
tho bill described in our letter two weeks ago,
providingfor the purchase of a sufficientnurat>er of copies of the Howell compilation, when
publishedby said Howell or his pubIMicrs,to
supply all who are entitled to public acti. It

to use

a

worse expression—

the chair. It was mildly renewed when the
committee from the Senate appeared,and they
were incontinentlypelted beyond the bar
Senators Buttars and Welch, expectingsome
such reception, had provided themselveswith a
supply of journals properly folded for ammunition, and returned the tire with vigor. The
Senate had its revenge,however, when RepresentativesYoung, Frazer and Palmelee appearod in the chamber as a committee of the
House. It was made manifest that the Senators had more vigor of arm and were the better

marksmen.

MICHIGAN NEWS.
The Elk Rapids furnace makes fortynine tons of iron per day wkon it enjoys
good health.
A cistern lias been commenced at the
for Girls at Adrian,

Reform School

which will hold 28,000 barrels of water.

Wm. J. Cubhbury shot a large black
bear inside the city limits of Ludington. The carcass weighed 850 pounds.
Dr. S. S. Cutter, a prominent physician of Coldwater,has been pronounced
insane and taken to tho Kalamazoo asy-

lum.

-

Building is lively in Cheboygan. Beside business establishmentsand residences, a new Baptist chapel is nearly
completed.

tho

Legislaturemet during the day, and only a
short night session was held, at

There are forty cases of diphtheria
in Ludington, and tho schools have

which very
was diapoaed of. The Senate boon closed as a precautionarymeasure.
passed tho House bill relative to the Detroit Several deaths have occurred.
and Milwaukee land-RTaut lauds. Tho House
Hon. Isaac M. Crane, one of tho
little business

passed tho bill relative to salariesof Judges of
Probate aud considered a number of bills in
committee of tho whole.

most prominent lawyers in Eaton county, and well known all over the State,
Tuesday, Juno 7. — Senate. — Tho Senate died at his home iu Eaton Rapids, aged

passed Mr. Grousel’s joint resolutionfor tho

Dr. Rowland B. C. Newcombe, a
prominent physician,citizen and polition increasing tho salary of the Circuit Judges
tician of Lenawee county, for the past
to $2,500 a year, and also House bills, amending the laws relativeto warehousing ; m refer- thirty years, died lately at his home in
submissionof an amendment to tho constitu-

ence to garnishees; for two additionalJudges
in tho Wayne circuit The committee to investigate the Ionia House of Correction submitted
a voluminiouBreport They find most of tho

charges proved, some withdrawnand others

disproved. They agree

on

recommending

tho removal of Warden Grafton and
Messrs. Dickerman and Little.Tho minority
recommend further the removal of the Board

Blissfield,aged 59 years.

A Lakeview (Montcalm county) farmer sold his oxen to lift a mortgage,
went to tho circus, saw exactly where
the “little joker” wins, bet and lost
$65 quicker than he could wipe his
chin off.

The Macomb county pioneers organized a county society at Washington.
Tine me affairs or mo institution.
They were addressed by the Rev. EdTho Senate, by a unanimous vote, acceptedthe
report,Including the portion which recom- ward Davis, aged 93, who settled in
mends the removal of Warden Grafton Con- Michigan when it was a Territory.
sideration of tho remainder of the report was
The doctors of Mount Clemens were
made the special order for Wednesday. . Several
petitionswere received in reference to tho pass- invited to act as pall-bearers at the funeage of the Senate bill for the organizationof ral of Dr. Decker, but one of them
co-operative insurancecompanies.
bluntly refused, giving as a reason that

House.— In tho House, the

bill

providing for

tho collection, compilation and reprintingof

was lost— yeas
47. On the report of tho conference
committeethe House agreed to tho amendthe General Laws of the State

39, nays

one of tho other pall-bearerswas

a

homeopath

Tho New Apportionment*
We

are indebted to the

Lansing ifc-

ments proposed to the bill relative to tho ap- publican for tho following table, showing
portionment of Representatives.The follow- the Representative districts and their
ing passed on third reading : For tho apportionment of Senators in tho State Legisla- population, as provided in the new
ture ; for
purchase of the Odd Apjiortioiimont bill passed by the LegisFellows’ Institute at Lansing,at an ex- lature. The ratio is fixed at 16,368 inpense of $10,000,for the use of tho School habitants for each representative, being

mo

for the Blind. The Campbell substi- one-hundreth part of the entire poputute for the original Howell bill
passed— yeas, 52 : nays, 86. It provides lation of the State, according to the
for the purchase by the State of Judge How- recent census. As required by the conell's compilationof the general laws at a cost stitution,a Representativeis assigned to
not exceeding *5 per sot when published, on or
each county having more than half of
before March 1, 1882, and authenticated
by tho
tho above ratio, as nearly as may be
Attorney General as a true copy of all tho general laws in force. The House agreed to tho without increasing tho total number
Senate Liquor Police bill, making two trilling above 100, and the counties having less
amendments in it
than half that ratio are grouped to-

Wednesday, Juno 8.— Senate. —Passed
gether, there being ten district* thus
House bill for the disposition of Detroit and constituted!:
/’ofiu- ReprcMilwaukeerailway lands ; House bill authoriz:

ing Alpena to borrow money; House bill to purchase the Howell compilation ; raising the tax
on express companies from 1 per cent, to 2 |>oi
cent.; House joint resolution to buy tho Odd
Fellows’ Institute property, where the sehoo
for the blind is now located ; also, a flood of
lesser bills. So much of the Ionia report as refers to Warden Grafton was adopted by th-.
Senate.

House.— Tho House amended tho Genera’
Railroad law, adding sections for the

condem-

nation of railroadlands by other railroads.
Passed : Senate bill 231, regulatingtbo sale ol
liquors ; tho Police bill ; the Senate resolution
relative to tho salaries of CircuitJudges ; a
resolutionasking Michigan Congressmen to
inquire into the regularity and manner of salt
of even and odd-numberedsectionsof lands
embraced in tho Ontonagon and State-line
grant, aud known as wagon-road lands,

which have been bought

in by

the

Portage Lake Canal Company ; tho bill raising
tho tax on express companies from 1 to 2 per
cent. ; the bill to modify aud amend the Court
Practice laws; the bill making regular appropriation for exjH*nsopofthe Htate Government;
Senate bill amendingthe laws for the incorporation of manufacturing companies in order to
meet the desiros of the Upi>tr Peninsula;Senate bill to provide for tho protection of children; Senate bill for the collection of damages
by reason of defective sidewalks. The Ionia
report was adopted entire,including that of the
mmority.

Close of the Session — Scenes of Disorder ftn the House.
Lansing, June 9.
The Legislative session doted at 10 o’clock
last night The work had been tolerably well
completed and the evening tetaion was therefore less harried than ninal The lack of a
sufficientamount of retpontibleemployment
inclinedthe House to be hilarious.Then
was a great tendency to skylarking. Paper
wads and waste baskets flew abont causing
an unexampledamount of dodging. About
o’clock a sort of an informalrecess was taken,
nominallyfor the purpose of going into committee of the whole. RepresentativeYoung,
the senior Democratic member, was persuaded
9

to take the ohahr. No sooner had he assumed
that elevated positionthan such a bombardment began that he was forced to shelter himself behind the columns which sustain the re-

porter'sgallery. The uproar and confusion
were considered by the numerous spectators
as good as a circus. Hhnntlng mrt laughter

The surgeons of the Marine Hospital
Ailed the edifice,and, whsn the amuseHouse concurred in the adoption of both recment was at its height; the gas was sudService hold that color-blindnessmay Jersey child bavins recently suffered ommendations, while the Senate adopted so
with an aggravatedcase of stomach much as referred to the Warden and tabled the denly turned out A preconcertedarrangement
for this purpose was made with an official of
be acquired.In his address before the ache, the family doctor dosed the infant
Board of Supervising Inspectors df the

dignity—not

bill

and —

—

selected fence-corners and quence.

is said to

A

they are quite different

providingfor the purchaseby the State
of the properlyin this citv known an the “Odd
aentative Apportionment ffladc — Fellows’ Institute,'1for the use of the Stete
and tobacco produce a deterioration of
Probate Judge*' Salarie*— .TliMccl- School for I ho Mind, passed both houses on the
7th. It in to tw had (for this purpose only) for
the vision and color sense.
laneou*.
$10,000, and, as tbero are forty acres of valuaLansing, June 11, 1881.
ble land, enough can be sold without injuring
Journalistic enterpriseof a certain
After a session of 158 days, Michigan'xLogin- the propertyto pay thd whole bill and leave the
sort is not appreciated by the Japan Intiuo was formerly declared adjourned sine whole institutiona dear gift. This doubtless
decides the vexed questionof the location for
authorities.Not long ago the Ministers die at noon to-day, the Senate having its this school.
Til*; hill for the general appropriationsfor
addressed a communicationto the Gov- LieutenantGovernor and Secretary to officiate
at the last rites of the session, and the House the State Governmentwas not passed until the
t deprecatingofficial trading
last dav, a« a matter of course, and it called
too much paternal interference^th | in Ul0 abwnw of 8peakor Moffattf who ,eft tho for $677,250. Of this amount something over
$100,000 is for the expense of the Legismatters of trade. The newspapers got 1 dty yesterday. During the last twenty-four lature.
The House bills appropriating$38,000 for
hold of the document in a surreptitious hours, since the business was all completed
repairs,etc., ai tbo State prison at Jackson,
and
the
members
all
off
for
home,
the
way and published it, and all the offend*nd *52,900for repairs and improvements at
officers have
lonely time the Kalamazoo
---asylum
, -----both
----squeezed through

ing editors have been fined in conse-

bushes for their nests this season. This

bill, vet

the
of

House.

In the darkness the shades to one

the chandeliersto the left of the Speaker

lation. aenfi.
Wayne ..............................
166,426
10
Kent .................................
73,252
4
Hafflnaw .......................
...... 59,095 . 4
Lenawee ..............................
.143
.... 48,
48,943
3
Kt. Clair ..............................
46,197
3
Allegan ....................... ,... 37,806
2
Bay .............. ...........
2
Berrien ......................
....... 36,780
2
U ranch ...............................
27,941
2
Calhoun ..............................
38,452
2
Clinton ...............................
27.534
2
Eaton .......................
........ 31,228
2
Genesee .....................
( ........ 39,219
2
Hillsdale ..............................
82,726
2
Ingham ..............................
33,677
2
Ionia .........................
2
Jackson ...............................
42, 031
2
Kalamaioo ............................
34,343
2
I^tpeer ........................
2
Macomb ..............................
31^627
2
Monroe.. ....... ....................
33,623
2
Montcalm ............................
33,148
2
Muskegon ............................
26,680
2
Oakland ...............................
41,537
2
Ottawa ................................
33,125
2
Hanilac ...............................
20,341
2
Shiawassee............................
27,059
.
2
HL Joseph ............................
26,626
...
2
Tuscola ..............................
28,789
... 25,739
2
Van Buren ............................
80,807
.... 30,807
2
Washtenaw ...........................
... 40,848
2
Warry ......................... ... 25,319
1
Casa ..........................
. 1
Gratiot ........................
...... 21/997
1
Houghton .............................
22,473
1
Huron ...............................
20,019
1
Livingston............................
22,25i
... 22,251
1
Marquetle ............................
25,393
1
Having a Moitty but Xot Full
ull Ratio.
ManUtee ..............................
12,533
1
Mason ................................
10,068
1
Mecosta ...............................
18,973
1
Menominee................... ... 11,068
1
Newaygo ............................
14,688
1
Oceana ...............................
11,699
1
Oaceola ..............................
10.777
1
Grouped to Form Single DietrieU.
Charlerolx........................ 6,114
Chaboygan ........................ 6,524
Emmat ...........................
6,640
18,276
Kalkaaka......... ..............2,937
Laka. ..... ............ ••••••••••••
3,®®
Mlaaaukee ........................
1^8$
Wexford. .........................
14,538
Antrim. ..............
1,337
Bancia ..........
3,488
Laelanaw ................
6,283
14,938
Clara .............................
4,137
Isabella ..........................
12,189
16,346
Grand Travena .................. 6,422
Manitou. .................
1,834
8,786
Alpena ...........................
3,788
Montmorency..........................
Presque lale ......................
8,113
11,803
Gladwin ..........................
1,127
Midland ..........................
6,894
Roscommon ......................
1,459
9,480
Alcona ...........................
*,#74
Crawford .........................
l Wf
Iosco .................
6,873
Ogemaw .......... ...............1,914
Oeooda ...........................
I...
Otaago. ...........................
1,974
15,494
Chippewa. ........................
1,243
Delta .............................
6,812
MaoMnao .........................
2,902
Schoolcraft.......................
1,578
16,532
Banga ...........................
1,804
Aewaenxw ........................
4,j o
I ale Boyale ....................... 85
Ontonagon .......................
2,868
8,894
..

.

•.

.

.

-

-

-

-

-

*

were broken by flying missiles.The crash
sounded as if the glass ceiling of the ball wsa
falling. There were ahouts of 14 Light the gas"

and cries for the 8ergeant-at-Armsand the
electrician. After a long delay the gas was
tamed on and again lighted.At the same moment, from the reporters’ gallery a blanket was
let down bv a cord. It startled Chairman
Young as well as the House. The scene u a
whole was quite unprecedented is Legislative
halls. Many derogatory remarks were mads

-

-

*

-

A Friend

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Jime

a salutaryfriend to

Oil has proved

Saturday, June 18, 1881.

in Need.

82 EIGHTH STREET 82

over and again Thomas’ Eclectric

As a

distressed.

M.Huizenga&Co,,

croup in children,sore throat and bronchial

The Ludington

Bl&ie.

Ludington, Mich., June 12.— 'Ebe

vil-

affections, and

as a positive external

remedy for pain,

it

is

Dealers la

a never failinganti-

lage of Ludington, situated on Lake dote.
Michigan

at the terminus or the Flint

and

street

CROCKERY,

most destructive conflagration last night,
which nearly wiped out
portion of the

Headquarters for

the entire business

town. Among

Etc.. Etc., Etc.

JOHN PESS1NK.

The

machine agency, Whipple’smarble works,

stels

Stout's furniture store, Cotton’s flour and
feed establishment,Sherman Bro.’s postoffice,

Wm

.

MICA LAMP CHIMNEY
which never breaks.

Call and see the

ment, Waller’s grocery, the Singer sewing

Heysitt, drugs, Hudson, paper

proprietors of Fox

&

Ward’s min-

challengethe world for the

sum

FOR SALE BY

H.

And alt kinds of Flower Pots, Hanging Baskets,

18-2w

losses are Gebharl’s clothing establish-

HARVESTER & BINDER,

GLASSWARE,

Pipes, Cigars and

Tobaccos, at

the principal

MOWER, TABLE-RAKE,

GROCERIES,

Lookout for Fox & Ward's band
parade Monday afternoon.

Pere Marquette railway, was visited by a

UCKEYE

the

reliable curativefor

,

of

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND’ MICH.

We always have on hand a stock of

$5,000, to produce their equal in the won-

FOUR

derful Combat Clog, which is given with

(Thia Machines binds with either Wire or Twine.)

FEED,

and

Ward’s grocery, Williams & Calcium light effects and the Queen City
Corn, Oats, Etc.
Wheeler, hardware, H. F. A'exnnder, Quartette.
drugs, the telegraphand signal offices,
Notice.
every law office in town and contents,
The traveling agent of the Allegan A full line of PROVISIONS,as Cheap
as at any other place.
Shackelton’s furniturestore, Ewing, wagon
Steam Dye Works will be in Holland
shop, Aldrich, grocery, Dr. Latimer,
June 28th and 29th, and in Graafschap, We have a full line of Teas, from 25 cents per
pound and upward.
drugs, Adam Droch & Co., dry goods,
store, U. C.

Hammond,

Andrews, stationery,Trolick &

June 30th. Parties desiring the agent

to

We sell Glassware Setts at 40 cents and
when in town can leave orders or
upwards.
flour and feed, the Congregational
church,
goods at Scott's Hotel, in Holland; and
the Episcopal church and rectory, the
parties in Graafschap can leave orders or ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE
Methodistparsonage, the city hall and a
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
goods at Notier & Co’s., grocery store.
large number of small offices, insurance,
A. E. IVES.
call

dental,etc., saloons, dwellings, etc.
efforts

19-2w.

The

Fox & Ward’s

of the citizens were powerless to

ing.

devouring element,

stay the progress of the

Monday

even]

General admissions, down

stairs

minstrels

35c., gallery

it. Loss, $200,000;insurance at present

at

W.

unattainable, but comparativelysmall, as

Soda Water,

the burnt district was composed exclusive-

tion

18-2

The

Philadelphia,whose

before his speech nominating

A No.

1 Ice

2,

II. J0SL1N,

1881.

13-3m

li. D.

BEST.

"Arctic"

Cream, are

JOSLIH & BEST,

This Machine is stronger, runs easier,ia easier managed,
than almost any other machine of its kinds.

last.

is

leas complicated

THRESHER

& Ward’s min-

important feature of the enter

Vitarcttor.

Notice!
At a meeting of the Board of Education,

its

held on the 6th day of June, 1881, it was
worth the listening to. The ordered that notice be given by publicaperorationran: "No martial hosts can tion in the Holland City News to all
conquer us; but there are other foes, more persons .disiriugto apply ns teachers in
subtle, insidious, and fatal. We have the Public Schools in the City of Holland.
A.1T3D DEA-LEIRS I IT
swiftly matured, we have reached pre- That such applicationsbe filed with the
eminence. while our history has just Secretary of the Board on or betore the Clocks, Watches, Solid
rounded a century. We are entering a 5th day of July next.

meeting at Hartford week before

and

NEW MODEL

PESSINK’S.

laiumcnt.

Hancock at

the Potomac, which held

as

orchestra with Fox

strels is an

Cincinnati, was the chosen orator of the

Army of

or rather pure

awaiting customersat

town.

fame as an orator was established long

w

Water, as well

wooden buildings. This conflagrais a terrible blow to this thriving

Dougherty,of

Holland, Mich., May

25c. Reserved seats, 50cts—
Dangremonds.

which swept resistlessly everythingbefore

ly of

Don’t Forget the Place.
M. HUIZENGA & CO.

His

effort was

when

luxurious age— the age

and power, beget
antagonistic classes, and precede corruption, degeneracy,and decay. The stern
patriot sees on every side subjects lor

severest censure. It

not wise to disre-

is

By order of the Board of Education of

enervation,

subserviency to wealth

gard the lessens that earth and the past
teach. Truth and justice, obedience to
authority, reverence for law, purity of

the City of Holland.

I.

18-2w

18-2w JOHN PESSINK.
gw Hdvertisment

with

people!"

&

Near the Cor.

Ward’s min

strels at

Lyceum

Hall— one night only— .Monday, June 20th

.

Onawa

Real Estate Transfers in

of

South Division

ST.

St.,

County.
For the week ending June 15, 1881.

s.

DR.A.G.0LIN,
201 SOUTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO. ILL.
A regular graduate of medicine,longer located in
Chicago than any other specialist. Over 20 years
successful practice. Syphilis, Gonorrhea. Gleet,
Stricture.Orchitis,Rupture, and all UrinaryDisea-es. (Kidneys or Bladder,) Syphilitic or Mercurial Affections of the Throat, Skin or Bones, cured

Safely.Privately. Spermatorrhea. Sexual Debility,
resulting from Self-Abuse.Sexual Excesses or
over brain work, producing nervousness, seminal
emissions,debility, dimness of sight defective
memory, physicaldecay, confusionof Ideas and
Impotency,rendering marriage Improper, are permanently cured. Consultation at office or by mall

Free. Guide to Health. 2 stamps. Medicines

aW

W

N

W

THU FINEST

Wines and Liquors

The Best Cigars,

-

-

Grand

Rapids, Dec. 1,

1880.

43-ly

Drain CommiHsioncr's Notice.
T>UBLIC

notice is hereby given, that, whereas
heretofore, to wit: Oh the 6th day of June,
A. D. 1881. application In writing was made to me,
the undersignedtownshipDrain Commissioner,in
and for the township of Holland, in the county of
Ottawa,to locate and construct a ditch or drain in
said township, as follows,to-wit: commencing at
a point on the section line between sections 5 and
6 in township 5 north, of range 15 west, Ottawa
county, about 25 rods south of the town line, between Holland and Olive townships, and running
thence south along the section lines between sections 5, 6. 7 and 8, and 17 and 18 to a point about
100 rods south of the northeast corner of section
18 in said townshipof Holland;and the said persons having given me good and sufficient security
in writingto pay all costs and expensesof whatever kina pertaining to the action of me. the said
township drain commissioner,about such application i n case such applicationshould not be granted,
and I the said township drain commissioner,
having immediatelythereafter,to wit: on the 8th
day of June, A. D. 1881, proceeded to examine
personally the line of the proposed ditch or drain,
and after having made such examination and having declared It to be my opinion that it is proper
and necessary and for the good of the public nealth
that the said application should be granied, and
not having been able to obtain a conveyance and
release of the damages from every person through
whose land such ditch or dram Is to pass, and it
being made to appear that some persons Interested
in such ditch or drain reside out of said township
of Holland, therefore public notice is hereby given
that I have appointed the 5th dav of July. A. I).
1881, at the hour of 2 o’clock In the aiternoon. of
said day, as the time, and the house of Henry
Kenyon. In said township,as the place for an examinationof the said application; and I, the said
drain commiisioner,have directed this notice to
he published in the Hoi.land City News, a newspaper of generalcirculation in the county, in
which sain townlhip lies.
In witness whereofI have hereuntosel my hand
this 9th day of June. A D. 1881, to-wit: at the
said township of Holland In the county of Otttawa.
FRED. L. SOUTER,
Township Drain Commissionerin and for the
Township of Holland in the county of Ottawa.

1

SEX

W

“ALHAMBRA,”

m.

HAVEN. (15lm) MICHIGAN
TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

WX

X

W

IN

NW

*

TTTTtTT? They act like a charm on the
JjXw V ilN Jj Urinary Organs, Kidneysund
jjyy y
Liver, restoring lost vigor,

o

Lyceum

Hall,

Monday

a finer Silver Cornet

make

a finer atreet

•

_

SEX

evening next, have

minstrels dr Hi Henry.

Mk 0. Breyman
new M-n over

has hoiated a brand

his store.

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

IITm ,0,00° MEU
WAR I L LI make Buckeye

BEEVE&.

HI

>*<

BfCIITH, of which I

__
DR. THOMAS’

Ointment,^’ ami'-tcato
car* hlii. AdJrrii with itunp, Dr. J. N. Tiblir,St. I-ouD.Ms,
Pile

My

ECLECTRIC
WHAT

OIL!

THE PEOPLE SAY OF

IT!

Geo. Matcher, Marion, O., says: It beats everything he has ever tried
for

Rhuematism.
Daniel Hoffman, a farmer near Marion, O., says

it

cured him of

a sore

throat of eight years standing.

W* N. Palmer, 149 Morgan

street, Buffalo,

N. Y., Bays:

My

was

child

taken'witha Coutrh. in the severest lorm, and Dr. Thomas’ 'EclectricOil

REFORI

Dissolution Notice.
VTOTICB

being tile only remedy

at

han^^^egan giving

anTTt"g!vFeTT^ and the
night. I have used it

in

acconling_^
child stept well the remaimle^ot
it

i

in

my family with^om£lete_8ucce88.

Sold by all Druggists.

PRICE 50

cents and $1.00.

cents.

_

Goto D. R.MRBNG8 for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightnessand durability of
colortheyare unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15

1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.
P
£

hereby given, that thcco partnership
existing between William II. Beach and
Horace G. Beach, under the firm name and style of
Beach Bros.,is this day dissolved by mutual consent, Horace G. Beach retiringto engage in other
business. William H. Beach, will continue the
business of the firm at the old stand and ware
houses, and pay all llabilltlea of the firm, and to
whom all claims due the firm will be paid.

1Y

WOOL! WOOL!
wilt pay the highest cash price tor

^Taw"1

H.

WOOL,

VAN DER HAAR.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

ta

WILLIAM rf. BEACH.
HORACE G. BEACH,

I

Van Landegend

Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber
and steam fitter; docs all kinds of sheet metal
work to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells
put down, and old pumps repaired. Stoves re
paired and put up, eic., etc. Inquire at the Hardware store of J. R. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf

A victim of youthful imprudencecausing Premature Decay, Nervoua Debility,Loat Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, has discovered a simple self cure, which he will send FREE
to his fellow-sufferers,
address J. H.
43 Chatham Mt., V Y.

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADK MARK

Band and are said to

parade than Sprague’s

29-ly

early-

wife t0 Mr‘* C. B. Smead, grave. The
blk 5, Wllber’a add. Uudsonville.$55.
tpeciflc.Med
Stephan Monroe to Arend SicvUlnc. parts lota 4 SpecificMedi
:lne Isbelnc
and 5. blk 16 Grand Haven $300.
used witfc
Eugene Spear and wife to Pater Keyndna,part
wonderfulsuccess.
E X* Sec. 34—6—13.$25,
Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
Willem
__________
_____
r'illeraPaddingand wife to Jan
Paddlmr. N
39-60
Jan
Padding,
3960
get fall particulars.
£ X K X b E"X« Bee. 39—5—14, and part ~ ~
Price, Specific,$1 per package,or six packages
N A Xi 'Boc. 39-6-14, $120.
for $5. Address all orders to
J. U. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,
Buffalo,N.Y.
Fox it Ward’s mioilrels who appear at
Sold In Holland bv D. R. Miitraa. 51-1 v.

w-5-r

J.

DISCOVERY!

Walsh.

Padding

Journal.

qtartlinc

dressing THE

N

Will not only save money but valuable time In the
future by unending the Grand Rapids Business
College, where they will receive a thorough, quickening, practical education. Send for College

III.

W

an

Y0U1TG MBIT

oi

;

W X

lot 13,

“Don’t You Forget It.”

and curing nervous debility,
$t rpebox.or 6 for $5; sent sealed by mail. Ladi s' Rubber FountainSyringe, $2. by mail, sealed
A o all kinds Rubber Goods (or Ladies and Gentlemen, a book on Lost Manhood Regained,cause
and cure, 10c. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 204
Washington Street Cbwago
41-1*

A Good Lunch

W

BUY THEM.

Grand llapids, Mich.

sent by mall or express. Cures guaranteed. Incurable cases not undertaken. Specialattention
Hiram Jennfron, et al toDlngemon Van der Bou"h to Diseases of Women. Reliable Female Pills, $5
part
X »ec. 21-6-13. $1W).
a box. MAEBIAQE GUIDE, 275 pages, a hundred
Jonannea Kceudcrsand wife to UcndrikuaJonker, pen pictures.Who should marry; Who not; Reapart N K M 8 W * Sec. 9-8-16. *100.
sons why; Physical lite of man and woman; How
Chester B. llinudlll,Master in Chancery to Jon- to be. happy in the married relation. The married
athan Edwards, lots 1 and 2, blk 13, lots 11 and 12 and those contemplating marriage, should read
and
X lot 2, blk 12, M and 11 add. Grand and preserveit for reference.Price, 50 cte, in
Haven. • $2,850.
Postage Stamps or Currency.
Adriana Muil to Dora M. Mull,
N V N W W
A.G.OLIN. M. D.,
8 W M, Sec. 33-8-16.$200.
201 South Clark St., Chicago.
James Walter Fleming to John Lucas, NE & N
W. Sec. 10-8-15. $25.
Abbie E. Fleming to John Lucas, N E If N W V.
Sec. 10-8-15. $25.
Martin Van den Bosch and wife to Jan Zwiers, S
15 acres 8 W * N E V Sec. 16-5-14. $760.
Arend J. Necrken executor to Slcste Van der Meer
N * 8 W 14 N W Jf. Sec. 14-5-14. $1,070.
Duncan Kobertaonto Edwin <i. Bell, S W lots 11
and 12 and part 8 X lot 10, blk 23, M. & U add.,
Grand Haven. |1'200AND
Noah Faaset and wife to Milo Colo, part W v W u
and part E ft W * N W W. Sec. 13-8-16.$5*7
Jan Marners and wife to Frans J. Vcllenga, N
Can always be found at the
* N K J4.8 W * and K X N K X N W X 8 W X,
Sec. 26-5-15.*!,
State of Michigan* to Hendrik Grevengocd.
The Great En-TRADE MA.RK.
N W X. Sec. 16-5-15. $80.
glish Remedy,
Arend Dykhula and wife to J. Van de Vorste, 8 E
sn unfailingcure
X N W X. Sec. 16-5-15. $600.
for seminal wesk
A. J. Hillebruud and wife to U. Kamphuii, W X.
ness, 8 perm aJoseph
W.
Kibler,
Prop’r,
lot 14. Add. 2, HollandCRy.
torrhea, ImpoJohn W. Kelly and wife to PblllTp O. Harrington,
tency, and all
Washington Street,
N 38-40 N X N X N W X. Sec. 36-8- 13.
Diseases that folGRAND
State of Michigan to Jacob Brown,
X 8 V*
low aKaseqiience
and N K X »W X, Sec. 23-3-13. $480.
of Self Abuse; as
State of Michigan to Geo. Ulmer,
X N W
Taking
and N K X
X. Sec- 14-3-13. $150.
Daulel Couuel and wife per sheriff to Mary Tie Great EaropeaD Eeielj-Dr. J. B. Simpson's tude. Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision, PreKalmond.N fr X N W lr X-Sec. 33-7-16. $3M.
mature Old Age. and many other Diseases that
Joseph O. Waldron per eberiff to John Waldron,
lead to Insanityor Consumptionand a PremaSpecific Medicine.
part S W X N K X. Sec. 13-6-16.$289.41
ture Grave.
It is a positive cure for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
Harvey Crowderand wife to John 0. Poal, 8
Full particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
Weakness, Impotency, and all diseases resulting
8 E X. Sec. 1-5-16. $95.
from Self- Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Mem- desire to send free by mall to every one. The
Mary M. Stanford, administriz to Henry D. Jones,
SpecificMedicine
e is
Is soia
sold bv
oy an
all arugi
drugs ihi
Ut bi
at fi
$1 per
ory. Patna in
part W X N
X. Sec. 15 and 8 W X 8 W X.
package,or six packages for $5.
*" or will be sent
BiroRi.
arrKB.
Back or Side
8ec. 10-6-15. $1,160.
free by mail on
n
receipt of the money, by adand diseases
William H. Babcock and wlfeto Hannah 0. Barnard
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
that lead to
part N K X. Sec. 82-6-13. $800.
No. 106 Main Street. Buffalo,N. Y.
Consumpt'n
B^ieL. Wilber to Byron B. Godfrey, lot 13, blk 5,
For Sale In Holland by Heber
32-ly
Insanity and
W llbt-ra add. Uudsonville.$35.

m

PAEMERS

sale and retail, by

her glory a thousand years! Abandon
them, and she will survive but a few
generations!May the republic (bat was
saved from dismemberment by the valor
be perpetuated by the virtues of the

Fox

MONROE

CITY BAKERY.

Oranges and Lemons are sold at whole-

God— these are the fortifications which will render our republic imlight

MONITOR ENGINE.

Consumes the least fuel. Is the most easily
We invite all onr old Colony friends,who happen handled, is the quickest set for work, needs no
Fox & Ward’s minstrels have 20 superior to visit (irand Rapids,and all our old and new digging or leveling,can be tired up the quickest,
friends In and around the city of Grand Rapids, to ha* the most perfect draft,has the best spark arartists, and 6 eminent end men.
call at our new place of business, and examine
rester, is the strongest and best Engine made; is
our stock. We shall be happy to see them at any the handsomest,is the safest.
jme.
All kinds of canned goods sold very
cheap at the
No. 132

reliance on

pregnable. With these she may

GAIT TO IT

ranted.

watchfulness of
power,

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-

Cappon, President.

corruptionists, a jealous

the encroachment of
exalted statesmanship,and a Arm

Is the most effective and succcsitullcombination
for saving and cleaning grain, ever produced
threshes all the grain, saves all, cleans grain anseeds, ready for market. No clogging, no chokin,
easy to feed. Fast, durable, economicaland profitable. We claim and insistupon It that the ne
Model, when properly handled,will do clean
work, save more grain, thresh, save and clean mq
seed, and show a greater net profit for both farm r
and thresher than any other machine made.

All Kinds of Spectacles.

I. Fairbanks, Secretary.

the ballot, enlightened discussion,the

punishmentof

Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

HoLLAtin,May

81,

Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes
JACKETS, CIRCULARS AND DOLMAFS,

FANS
Silk

&

&

PARA'OLS

The undersignedwill continuethe business of
the late firm in all its branches as heretofore. Returning thanks for past favors,would respectfully
solicit a continuance of the same.
W. H. BEACH.
Holland, Mien.. May 31,
17-iw

1881.

GREAT VARIETY.

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery,

siub:

1881.

IN

Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,

L &

S.

-a.

ist

id

haul goods.

VAN DENHOBERGE,
EE AND **/-***

ETOHTH STREET

STTFF’LEDVLEISPr
“

OF
HINDS
ALL
AND
CARDS,
HEADS,
NOTE
BILL
FOR
”
NEWS
CITY
THE
TO
00

TO

PRINTING.
LETTER
OFFICE
HOLLAND

Holland,

MictL., Jian© X8.

iattings.
Olympia (W.

T.) Transcript:During a

snowstorm, a year ago

last winter, a

sized tree fell between two others.

good*

As

was across the road the butt was cut

it

off,

and afterward a fire burned more of

The

tree still

ground, and
supposition
trees,

it.

hangs several feet from the

is

green and growing. The

that the sap

is

between which

from the two

fell, keeps it alive.

it

At the Moody and Sankey meetings in
San Francisco,“in the front row, with
those who responded most promptly in
soprano to Brother Sankey’s

now

'

We

will

sing,’ always sat Mrs. King, while

opposite her, on the
affected

by

those

row

of chairs most

who sang

bass,

sat

Major Ranlett.” These points are recalled

now

by the elopement of

-

the Major.

Mrs. King and

--

—

A Cleveland man sold a finger to a
surgeon,to be transferred to a wealthy
patient’s incomplete hand. The price
was $100. Half was paid down on amputation, and the other half has become Hie
subject of u lawsuit. The former owucr
of the finger demands its return, in default

SPRING DRESS GOODS AND CALICOES.

of payment, and the question arises

whether a Judge can order it cut

-AT-

off the

hand of the present owner.

RECEIVED

JUST

j"_

A very large atock of

H:^.E,E,i]sroT03sr:,
HOLLAITD,

DRY GOODS,
NOTIONS,

mCEINTIX

Hats and Caps, HARDWARE!
At the store of

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

G.

We

are now ready for the Spring Trade and have
on hand a large supply of

Spring Harrows,
The

NECKTIES ever

finest line of

brought to Holland.

Planing Mill
In

Champion Grain

rebuildingour new shop wc have purchased
entirely new

Drills,
Machineryof

Mowers, Reapers,

DRESS GOODS,

Plows, Cultivators,

And wc arc

The Black Bone Dust Phosphate

TABLE LINEN,

HANDKERCHIEFS
Silk to the cheapest.

Laces,

FERTILIZER

Re-Sawing Done.
WK HAVK

For Wheat. Corn, Oats. Rye, Rarley, or any
other crop, Tree, Plant, or Flower.

D IR/IT

surpasses

.-—’-'All this nt the

Fresh Groceries

—

-

-

Holland, March 25th. 1881.

OF

-

STOCK Wm.C.MELIS,
Holland, Michigan.

—

Yon can find an extra large assortmentof the
best and finest farmers’ implements,which we
can afford to sell cheaper than those who devote
all their time to It, and drive around the country
at a great expense.

BOOTS & SHOES
Our lineof Shelf Hardware
—
Just received

at

is

E.

complete.

Also a good supply of

which gives universal satisfaction.
We'also have on hand a fall line of

Glass,

Fuats,

:o:-

E.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 1,1880.

88-tv

WERKMAN

&

HEROLD.

extremities, arc only premonitions of
severer symptoms, which terminate in the
nguu paroxysm, succeeded by high fever
and profuse iierspiration.

VAN ARK.

It is a starMing fact, that quinine, arseand other poisonous minerals, form the
basis of most of the “ Fever and Ague
Preparations.”"Specifics,” ” Rvrtips,"and
"Tonics," in the market. The preparations made from these mineral isiisous,
although they arc palatable, and may
Lost,
break the ehiil. do not cure, but leave the
Jn-t published, a now edition of Dr. CULVER- malarial and their own drug poison in
WELL’S CelebratedEssay on the radical cure of the system, producing niiinism,dizziness,
Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal Weakness. Involnn- ringing in the ears, headache, vertigo,and
tary Seminal bosses, Impntcncy,Mental and Phyother disorders more formidable than the
sical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc ;
disease they were intended to cure.
also, Consumption. Epilepsyand Fits, Induced by
Aybu's Ac.iV. Ci hk thoroughly eradicates
self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance. Ac.
The celebrated author. In this admirableEssay, these noxious iHiisous from the system,
and always euros the severest eases. It
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' successful practice,that the alarming consequences of contains no quinine, mineral, or any thing
self-abuse maybe radically cured; potntlng ont
that could injure the most delicate paa mode of cure at once simple, certain and effeemtient; and its crowning excellence,alsne
al. by means of which every sufferer, no matter
what his conditionmay be. may cure himself its certainty to cure, is that it leaves the
system as free from disease os before the
cheaply, privately,and radically.
This Lecture should be In the bands of attack.
every youth and every man in the land.
For Liver Complaints,Arm’s Anre
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad- Coke, by direct action on the liver and
dress post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps. WE HAVE ALSO A SURE biliary apparatus, drives out the poisons
which produce these complaints, and stimCURE FOR TAPE WORM. Address
ulates the system to u vigorous, healthy
The CulverwellXedical Co.,
condition.
<1 Ann St, New York, N.Y.; Post-Offlcebox. 4588.
We warrant it when taken according to
nic

MANHOOD

How

How

Restored!

,

directions.

JOHN PENNOYER,

Prepared by Dr.

Thanking nnr customers for their pstronsgein
past and hoping for a continuance ol the same,
we remain years,

Deputy Sheriff

of

Ottawa Co.

OFFICE WITH

T. J.

Hollamd,

Mich.

C. MELIS.
12-8*.

metical and Analytical Chemists,

Mau.

AKELEY.

WuhitgtnSt, - Bmi Bitu, Kith,
ll-fimo.

Ayer & Co.,

•OLD BT ALL DUCOOIITS XTXBYWMIU.

the

WM.

J. C.

Lowell,
First

advantage.

CALL AND SEE US.

tricts, the rapid pulse, coated tongue, thirst,
lassitude, loss of appetite,nain in the back
and loins, and coldness of the spine and

F

Come in and trade to your

--

ver, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical or Bilious Fever, and all
malarial diKordent. In miasmatic dis-

notice.

Oils,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ and Gentlemen'sWear,

anti Fever, Intermittent or Chill Fe-

i

HEROLD, BARBED FENCE WIRE,

Eiguto Street, Holland, Mich.

KITIN'

Or anythingIn our line manufactured on short

A Larg« and Fine

OF

n purely vegetable bitter nm! powerful tonic, ami is warranted a apeetlv and
certain cure for Fever and Ague, Chills
Is

STEAM

DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

—

Hardware Store

A

AND THE

anything ever before used.

Alao a Full Line of

ALWAYS ON HAND.
G. Van Putten & Sons.

Ague Cure

on

‘Yams,
For Gardening it
HOSIERY, ETC*

—

who

Planing, Matching,

CALICOES,

USTIEW

satisfy all

want

GINGHAMS,

EmbroWery,

we can

confident

And everything else of that character.

DELAINES,

finest

ApprovedPatterns,

the most

CASHMERES.

From the

IMZICIEI.

$2

WalftMi. SUmwlDSmtlM. WhH.m.UlUnnUBeCo.
•ft. ImlUltou fold t*. Solid (ftMUL CbMBMt and bt.1
for roar ova no* or «|»raUllvo parpoOM. Valaablo r.fttlofaofroo.TMOXnOX A CO. , 119
Sow Tartu

SoMaa

Miss 0. Kenyon is in town visitingher

Jamcrji’ Column.
Fences are

Mr.

barbarism.

relics of

One

Boone

II.

^
Iowa. ^

Monday

left on

purchasea fresh

Illinois to

How

night for

lot of horses.

--

;

is It

Our Big Bargains have Arrived.

about the cows? Are we going

have an ordinanceto that effect or not?

to

Doesburo,Esq., left on Wednesday

II.

1

last for a pleasure trip to Pella,

The

This
week commenced glorious for Dr.
r'

Mb.

the minstrel entertainmentMonday

plays here on Monday evening next, is

month

highly endorsed by the state press.

evening, every person in the audience will

Gentlemen whose

day night

has been honored by

city

Wc

beards are not of a

otter during the next 30 days a reduction of fully 25 per cent

on

Messrs. J. Bcholten,of Overysel,and

programme

on Sun-

Q. J. Haverkatc of this city left

Our

AUCTION & SEVERAL JOB LOTS.

Fox & Ward’s Minstrel troupe that

have had another nice rain since

of June as a very dry month yet.

fan.

Having just arrived borne from my second ir,ip this season to New York where
1 received some great bargains trom

J.

tives.

We

be presented with a beautiful

Pieronuet,father of Mrs.

0. Docsburg, is in the city visiting rela-

our last issue, and can’t count the

At

*).

Monday morning.

about completed.

is

H

F. J. Schouten— a bouncing boy curly on
subscription of stock for the pur-

pose of manufacturing a new patent wind
mill

stuck company islall right— now the

other!

friends.

the ap-

for

Chicago to purchase a lot of

horses.

pleasing shade can remedy the defect by

the use of Buckingham’sDye
whiskers. __
Before the new

pointment of ex-mayor K. Schaddelee, by

The

the Board of Supervisors, at their recent

& West

time table of the Chicago

for the

Wraps, Havelocks,

railroad depot is com-

pleted they are building au addition to

it.

Dolmans, Walking Jackets,

session,as a member of the State Board Mich. Railroad has been changed again, Some delay has been occasioned by the
and we have corrected our printed table, scarcityof suitable timber, which is now
Equalization.
on the first page accordingly. Read and overcome,however, and we may look for French and English and German Dress Goods and primary other goods too numerous
On Wednesday of last week while Mr. reflect!
to
the completionof it in a few weeks.
We guarantee to show customers DRY GOODS of every description cheaper than
Teunis de Frel was working near the saw,
Our readers will find a supplement in
in the mill of H. Lucas, he got his left
The Concert company of G. Paul Smith ever before known to the trade.
their paper this week and next, owing to
lost one finger and
and Selden gave two entertainmentsat
two others. Dr. Manting was an extra lot of advertisementswho were Lyceum Hall this week. We cannot
called to patch up the badly lacerated crowding out the reading matter. In a praise Smith’s impersonation too high.
few weeks, however,we expect everything He is a phenomena. Miss Hewitt’s songs
hand.

hand into the saw and
parts of

assume

to

its

normal course again.

were rendered as sweet as she appeared

Another family was found afflicted
Tuesday last: that of
P. van den Berg, said to be a brother of
the one mentioned a lew weeks ago, on

List of letters remaining in the

with diphtlierlaon

Our

Thirteenth street.
have charge of the
they can to prevent

its

city authorities

and are doing all

case,

spread.

post-

office at Holland, Mich., June 10, 1881:
Mrs. Sarah E. Hopkins, Charles J. Otis,

COR-

O

AKTAlli Sc BRONSOJKT STS.

—

Grand Rapids, Mich.

beautiful.Herr Henry Singerhoffplayed
Open every eveningwith 4 Electric Llphts, msklne onr More tn the eveningas light aeday. Excluslve Agency of the celebrated perfect fltllnc Domcatlc Paper Fanhlon*.
1ST Ai.y
a pattern free of
Ai.v pernon
nen<on buying
bovine material amounting to $3
13 or upward,will receive
rec
of a refined character.

some beautiful violin
these concerts were

and altogether

solos,

Mr

Mrs. Ann Spencer, William Beneymer, The frequent applause was well merited.
Mrs. H. J. Bachtel, Thomas Lous.
Ever since there was au actual attempt
Wm. Vbrbeek, P. M.
made to form a large stock company for

The

of our sidewalks are repaired in

STEKETEE'S

firemen had a pleasant reunion on

other places we find them completelyrot-

Neuralgia Drops,

start; and it seems now to be the adopted
poor advertisement of have a tendency to better harmony and
(and a true one) policy, that we must help
have for years had good more united action. Our hosts— the chief
ourselves. If wc (the people of Holland
and assistant— acted their part nobly.

ten. This

is a very

our city.

We

sidewalks, and the city laws

demand

that

City) don’t do something for ourselves,
boys, it is presumed, have how can you expect that any one else will
We are sorry to say that we have been had the audacity to take the bark off from do it for you?
unable to procure such a detailed report I >me fine maple shade trees in front of the
Burk Robbins & Colvin’s Circus nil
of the transactions of the General Synod dwelling of Mr. Fritz Hummel. This is
show in this city, Monday, June 27. The
of the Reformed Church as to merit a great terriblyaggravating, and the boys can re-

they should be kept so.

ly

on

it,

House

that nothing shert of the

tain the debates, and these are just exact- of Correction will be their reward upon

what we would like to publish. The conviction.

Mr. Geo. T. McClure, agent for

this will be final.

Rob. Morris, the celebratedmasonic
lecturer,will lecture at Masonic Hall, in
this city, on Tuesday evening, June 21st,
1881, at 7% o’clock. His lecture is entitled “Freemasonry in the Holy Land.”
He comes fresh from the Land of King
Solomon. His lecture is free. No master
this

chance

circus proper is truly

and

the

;7

Since we don’t hear anything about

a

celebration,our

readers will do well to take time

by

the

of the Dealest

is

providing It la nsed according to direction.

worthy of special obser-

Singer Sewing Machine Co., will be gone

vation that the proprietors actually give

for a few weeks, locating agencies for the

their patrons

the coast of Lake Michigan. Mr. John

Is the only sure enre for the destruction of the
of a circus Pin Worm, and It also takes the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic Is necessary.Price, only SB
than they advertise to give. This is carrycents per bottle. For sale by all Durgglste.Beine conscientiousness into a field where it ware of coauterfelta.

A. Roost, his

has not hitherto resided long

company in

the towns lying north along

associate in the machine

business, will be authorized agent during

his abseuce, with a

fair

show

of obtain-

ing the permanent agency.

Quite a number
Cbvr.

one

NEURALGIA,

: The

cleanest diverlieementsof its kind

audiences. It

more

way

in the

We

of improvements have

will be

mined, new steps have been made for the
entrances,

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

are indebted to Mr. Chas. F. Post,

been made recently in and around the City of Olive, for the following account of the
Hotel. All the rooms have been calci- suicide of old Mr. Tubbs: “Perhaps it
of interest for you

to

tto

have been constructed,repaired or cleaned, cide” of Seth Tubbs, which occurred Inst
Mr.
Monday, June 27th. From all accounts for the benefitof their guests, and at quite Saturday about 9 o’clock A.
Tubbs
has
seemed
very
unhappy
for
some
and appearances, we give it as our opinion, ao expense. It is but fair to think that
the best and largest

this city

column.

self

destruction before. This time

ground

for

a large put in good order. Saturday morning he

'//,~Mr8.Essenburg, residing about three

addition to their mill. It will be 14 feet

took his rifle aud ammunition, saying that

\miles southeast from Graafschap,was ser-

wide by GO feet in length, and two

he would

stories

iously hurt, by a run-away, on Sunday aud basement high, on the west side of
Vfleruoon, Juno 5th/ as she was going

home from church, besides

receiving some

l

he mill. After this addition

they will go

on improving

is

kill a

go out and

inside so as to

then returned to his

she remained for four days, after which

she was removed
and

is

We

now in

to

a fair

her own residence,

way of recovery.

call the attention of our readers to

the new advertisementof Mr. J. R. Kleyo.

He

has steadily moved on in purchasinga

stock of goods so complete
fied,

and buying

to sell it a

such

a

it

and

all for cash,

low

is

diversi-

doing

19, at

rifle,

Offers his superiormade wagona just as cheap
anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

ranged for his

7)£ o’clock, p. m.

as

some-

and crawled into

own

death.

He

Jewelry, Watches,
5i|nm»i

fliteinti,

wi fucy

p.

right

1

Alumni in

idea. He used a cane or

the

staff in

h.nvc

HJ

m.

Public exercises of the

I will

walking

it is

already selling very fast.

is

this store

apparentto any one, and his business is

steadily improving

and

extending.— See

this State at its recent
settlers

D.

bark, the breach of his rifle standing in

session to enabi

& M. railway lands

the place

t

made

for it,

to the counties in which these lands

his heart, then with his staff, fixed for the

are situated. Immigrants have been warn- purpose, he hooked

Mr. Arthur

Wood aud

sons, of

Grand ed away from Muskegon and Ottawa

lland, Mich., Jan.

and the muzzle rest-

ing against bis left side in the region of

acquire a perfect title, will be a great bene
fit

advertisemcotin another column.

on the

on to

the trigger and

for pulled, the ball passing through his body

Breyman and ions of this years on account of the inabilityto obtain and lodged against his shirt. He seemed
city, and Mr. W. T, Reynolds, who is a good title to the unimproved lands. Now to have died without a struggle, as his
here on a visit, went to the harbor on a these lands arc in the market with a tills palm leaf bat was still on bis head, and his
fishingexcursion on Saturday last. They from the State, and no doubt will attract feet crossed over each other In a comfort-

IN

1,

1381.

48-ly

|i

able position. No reasonablecause can

of beauti- settlers. Much of this railway laud is very
ful large lake perch, with the line and valuable for fruit growing and general
full

anl1
ALSO

T°P

B“99i«*.

AGENT FOR

BATH PLATFORM SPRING

WORKS.
J.

WAGON

FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich.

i^-tr
A fine aMortment of

all

kinds of

Dress Goods.

THE NEW

-A full line of-

GROCERY SHAWLS,
— — AND~‘—

A large assortment of

'

Rapids, Mr. 0.

caught eight bushel baskets

and Examine.

Also keeps on hand a line of

SPECTACLES^"
OF GOLD

obvious that

Gall

also keep on hand a full line of

that bad a crook on the lop, this he had
as well as inside College Chapel on Tuesday, June 21, at
attempted to cut down with n pocket knife
of the city. He fairly undersells Grind 7% o'clock p. m., and business meeting of
—and a—
so as to hook on to the trigger and disRapids dealers; sells heavy ware at whole- the Alumni in the Chapel on Wedoesday
LINE
PENS.
charge the gun, but the hard dry wood
sale prices,and keeps up a stock which is at 10 o’clock a. m.
seemed to discourage him, and he abanave, and intend to keep on hand a
General Commencement Exercises, on
really in advance of the local demand.
doned that, but flattenedthe lower end of supe ior lot of MUSICAL IN8TRUWednesday
evening,
in
Hope
Church,
at
Ho lias just added a car load of drain tile
his stall', then cut a notch in the edge of MEI TS, such as Violins,Guitars, Bangos,
to his stock of goods, which is of superior 7^ o’clock p. m. The public are invited.
thn flattened part, and he had just the Accc rdeuus, etc., etc.
Chas. Scott.
quality. It is made in kilns constructed
Cn ne and examine our stock. No
thing. The old man then lay down on his
trouble to show Goode.
for that purpose, and its flue qualities are so
back,' his head resting on the pillow of
The bill passed by the Legislature
0. BREYMAN.
a large business, outside

The cosmopolitanappearance of

way

Coids,

engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
Monday, June 20th, at 2^ o’clock p. m.
angles to his body, for the breach of his mechanic, who will do the repairingof
RhetoricalExercises of the Preparatory
wilches, so that our work cau be warrifle to stand in, so that the muzzle of the
Department,in the College Chapel. Chilrailed.
gun would rest against his side. A piece
dren under 12 not admitted.
of string or cord, and some strips of bark All the Goods are warranted
Tuesday, June 21, at 10% o’clock a. m.
indicatedthat he intended to discharge
meeting of the Council, and also at 7%
lObejust as represented.
the gun by this means, hut abandoned the
a hole iu the grouud at

head, dug

Better wagon in every

ar-

gathered

some pieces of bark for a pillow for his

the Baccalaureate sermon in Hope Church.

FLIEMAN,

J.

staid at his sou’s a short time,

a thicket of bushes and deliberately

ister reads as follows:

enabled o’clock

rate that he is

Hope College Commeucemeut Reg-

Sunday, June

alp

Our popular wagon manufacturer

could not

call on his son, leaving his rifle hid

She was carried into the residence of Mr.
treatment of Dr. A. G. Manting, where

lie

the chance

for Fanners.

completed Mr. Buxton’s (his sou-in-law),he made a

where. He

Joldersma, where she received medical

see if

is

-Dealer in-

rabbit. After leaving his homo at

severe bruises, her left knee was dislocated. materially increase their capacity.

The

Breyman |Uow

his

It is pleasing to notice some improve- plans were too well made to be frustrated.
ments going on. The proprietors of the He had a rifle which he had repaired and
City Mills have broke

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

time and has made one or two attempts at

which ever honored

with a call.— See advertisement

in another

M.

their business must be good.

Proprietor.

know some

forelock,and celebrateon circus day,

that this— Burr Robins’ Circus— will be

St.,

9 Monroe

of the circumstancesof the “death by sui

and many other conveniences

Price SOc per bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL ERYJOGHSTB.

enough to
become very well acquainted Let the
public remember this when they hear
Burr Robbins & Colvins show mentioned.

to hear the

Old Veteran of 40 years service.—

“grand” Fourth of July

Detroit Free I*ress says of this show

ever offered for the suffrages of Detroit

masonic question was tabled, and we hope

mason should lose

The only medicines nsed without turning the
stomach wrong aide out. I warrant the enre of

Some had

deal of space. It seems impossible to ob-

ly

,

WURZBURG.

W.

F.

manufacturingpurposes,several enterprises— some real good ones— have been
a very shabby manner. Our city mar- Monday evening last, and the t*yrk de
talked of; it has created a general desiie
shal had not ought to allow this. At corps was decidedly improved. Such
meeting are very pleasant occasionally and to do somethingto give Holland a new
Some

,

mention.

,

DEY GOODS STORE
CjSTEKETEE

&

BOS,

be assigned for Mr. Tubbs’ dissatisfaction

SILKS

AND

R/IBBOUS.
A fall line of Hosiery, Skirts and a nice aasortment of white shirts, etc.

n the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
rod. This catch Is the most astounding farming. It is, in some instances,heavily with- this life. He lived with his son inA fall line
*
now be found, not alone a complete stock
we have on record. Besides this, they timbered with hemlock, and capable of law, Mr. Moses Buxton, where everything of Groceries.—
always of tbe Freshest and Forest,
threw away all the little ones. Mr. yielding seveial times the price at which was done that could be, for his comfort, but also all kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions,
hough upwards of eighty years of age, EIgT Etc.
Reynolds caught two at a time nine times it will be sold in bark and railroad ties.
Mr. Tubbs was strong and active for one
Also a very large and assorted stock of
in succession, aud admits that it surpassed In connectionwith this we can give our
We have excellent TEA for 25 cents per
anything he had ever heard or seen. Mr. readers, by the kindness of our Register of his years. Only a short lime ago he
pound and upward.
Wood was so well pleased tbit he con- of Deeda— J. Baar— a showing of how walked from his home to Holland, a dis-

of-—*—

BOOTS and SHOES

RY GOODS

templates coming again, soon, with a many acres
party of twenty. Mr. Breyman says

if

fishing keeps on increasinglike this, he

it

4ince of eleven or twelve miles. The body

throws open for settlement

in this county, and, no doubt,

it

will

make

of the old

many hard working farmers feel happy.

man was not found

until

Sun-

a stronger The following amount of acres are thrown day night. As soon as found Jdstice
horse to draw them up town from the into market by the enactment: Olive, Wood was notified and an inquest wm
dock. We expect to see our contempor- 4,780 acres; Robinson, 880 acres; Grand held in due form, and on Monday
aries ridicule this as a u fish story," but to Haven Town, Grand Haven City, Crockery/ body was coosignad to its lest restln
we simply say: Come and see

then you must believe.

it;

and Spring Lake, 1,680 acres; making/] place, Mr. Tubbs
total of 7,340 acres.

/

embracing all the

lateai

nosai*

1

wm

A

;kery, Stone

& Glassware

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C STEKETEE A BUS.

the father of

Pattengell,of Holland.”

Eastern Salt at Bottom

Holland, Sept. 80th,

1

Prices.

and beet made fabrics-

day morning, althoughsearchedfor Satur-

will be compelled to procure

ail those

Vhlch wc Intend to keep as completeas
i

880.

fall line

of

r

CANNED GOODS. PICKLES and
a

complete lino of

GROCERIES
Always on hand at
P. A A. STEKETEE.
Holland. May. 18th, 1881.

JAMBS

FIELDS' LAST

PDUL

he attempt to snow tnat Short
had done the shooting in self-defense?
That seemed the only thing possible.
But how could he be believed in the face
of the positive testimony of three witnesses, two of them living and in the

Kind tr»Ti5ler,*do not pt^i mo by,
And thiiN a poor old dog forms;
But stop h moment on your way
And near my woe, for pity's sakel

My name

reaching nearly to bis waist. But as the dered ?

ROVER’S pititior.

Rover; yonder house
for many a year;
My mastsr lnve<l ’Me; every hand
CaresacHl yoiirn; Rover, far and near.
1*

Waa once my home

The c1 iidr n nela upon my back,
And I could It army praises sung,
'With J iy Uicked lliefrpretty feet,
As round mv singly h dn they clung.
''

THE DONKEY.

Would

Ryan was fully six feet in height, of
robust frame, with black hair and
moustache, dressed in dark clothes and
wore a black Derby hat.
Grey was a heavy, broad-shouldered
man of medium height, weighing fully
•JOU pounds, with a full, black beard

T.

courtroom,one of them

dea’d—

•.

But be would not try to ford the tide,
For he had too good an

Mow

I am old and blind and lame;
They’ve turned me out to die alone,
Without a shelterfor my he id,
Withouta scrap of bread or bone.

Bo he camped all night by the river side, j
And remained till the tide had ceased to awell.
For be knew should the donkey from life subaide,
He never would find iu

mur-

evidence subsequently showed that he
Ryan stood for a moment looking
nad not fired the shot it is unnecessarv down, and then slowly lifting his eyes
to describe his appearancemore mi- to the bench, in a silence in which the

I’m palsied grown with mortal pains,
My withered limbs are useless now.
My voice Is almost gone, you see,
And I can hardly make my bow.

Perhapsyou’ll lead me to a shed
Where’l may find tome friendly straw
On which to lay my aching limbs
And real my helpless, broken paw. '
Stranger, excuse this story long,
And pardon, pray, my last appeal.
You’ve owned a dog yourself perhaps,
And learned that dogs like men, can/erZ.
Yea, poor old Rover, come with me;
Food, with warm shelter, I’ll supply.
And heaven forgivethe cruel souls
Who drove you forth to starve and dlei
—Harper't Young People.

and obtained a separate trial — and now can

each was defended by separate counsel
After the preliminaryproof relating to

» ..

-

..

ever lie used against me in

did ho

REMEDY FOR
morning dawned and the tide was out,
l he pair cross’dover 'ueath Allah’s protection,
And the Arab was bappy, we have no doubt,
For he had the best doukey in all that g.
—Somerville Journal

or'Ser^^Zt
tell, reluctantly!it is true,

truth.

The

prisoners

the

j

whole
I nm

friends and weie constant visitors to

the

3™
“

the

“8"'w:
.''"l

ordinary

intelligence.

I

Dysentery.

68.

Always goes around with a long face

—An

^

alligator.

The

favorite mountains
players— ’Appy-nines.

When
for the

does a sculptor

future?

When

of

base-ball

AND
Druises,

make provision

he

is

planning a

.

,

head.

f°r

,)e?n

AND

I like your cheek!” is what the delighted lover said to the possessor of his

’

Scalds,

affections.

Now that measles are

prevalent,

"f,,1 who tnvd a“ the shut9-

mothers as well as astronomers are looking for spots on the son.’

^

“Iris rather hard to die in abject
poverty.” “ It is harder still to live iu

.

her testimony it appeared that a not
colored woman with whom she had bad
'I°8t ^ie ^a(,es
courJ .ro?m
«ome dispute had hit her on the head j wore looks of incredulity; some of mdig-

From

created void of hearing deaf-

formed?
,w whnt
In
what Brxri
style does a lawyer talk? In

drinking saloon of which she wa8 the i youi ,that lsv™ " t.™1
Y
proprietress.She was a woman of
, ,,
erfnl physique, almost masculine frame, ' Kyan s ace grew pale and hen red,
great force of characterand more than 1 “ndhe said, slowly and distim t

pow-

man

for

sorry to say, sir, that nothing

n°W

Cholera,
Diarrhoea,

Is a

Then’, in a tone of unmistakableinSigna-

were all her!

Cramps,

PITH AND POINT.

“

o^J^hangom

Neuralgia,

6

°ne l0°ked
of the deceased
person
The flushed face of the Judge showed
named in the indictment, the Common- that he, at least, understoodwhat it
wealth called as its first witness a woman Mary Bowen She boro a bad
bad

!

Rheumatism,

That donkey was seen by a Yankee man,
VS ho raised his vole* ami loud did holler:
» How much’ll you take for that ’ere beast,
in gold or b^ver or paper S
—Detroit Free Preit.

any

Wliat need

lfXh»dtere“tniicneorre
body
as the

i

A LAWYER’S STORY.

mean?

A SAFE AND SURE

When

way ?”

What

Fda-Eilk

—Salem Sunbeam.

nutely.
falling of a feather might have been
Certainly it is difficult to imagine two heard, he said:
men more unlike than Short and Ryan
“May I ask the Court a question ?”
^ less liable to be mistaken for each
The venerable Judge, evidentlysurother even by strangers;much less by
rised at being interrogated, looked at
their acquaintances. There wivs no posim and said: “Certainly, sir.”
sibility here for a case of mistaken iden“I understand that I am acquitted,’*
tity.
said Ryan, pausing for a moment, and
Short and Ryan were tried together then continuing: “I want to know from
with their consent — Grey having asked the Court whether anything I may say
for

This morning I can hardly crawl,
While shiveringin the snow and hall
My teeth are dropping one by one;
I scarcehave strength to wag my talL

,

-Boiton Globe.

;

watched tli’m while t cy played or slept,
I gave th"iii all I h id to give;
Mv Niretutitw«a theirs iroiu morn till night;
For ouly them I cared to live.
I

PERRY DAVIS’

An Arab cam« to the river side,
Whh a donkey bearing an obelisk;

it,”

Toothache

AND
Headache.

was the rejoinder.

with a stone and ran, and the three pris- : nation at the hardened wickedness of the
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
“Is this the Adams House ?” asked a
tyb'ch, living AltogvthvrTrue, I* Hindi oners, coming up at the moment, started | man who had just been declared innostranger of a Bostonian. “ Yes, till you
with her up the street in pursuit of the | cent and who, by his own statement, was
Ntnmgcr Than Fiction Could Bo.
get to the roof; then it’s eaves.”
“I never would qonvict a man on cir- fugitive. Although the night was dark guilty of murder, if ho was not guilty of
What kind of music does an excesscumstantialevidence if I wore a juror— there was snow on the ground, and a perjury.
gas lamp near by gave sufficientlight to j But, quietly and calmly, without a
ive tobacco masticator remind one of ?
never! never!”
The speaker was a distinguished crim- enable one to recognize a person with tremor, as coolly as though he was de- Why, an over-chewer,to be sure.
inal lawyer of nearly forty years’ active ease some feet away. After run- ; scribing some trivial occurrence which
Time to plant dog muzzles. — Yonkers
mug about one hundred yards the }ie bad casually witnessed,Ryan went
practice, and whose fame extended far
Gazette. Better plant the dogs, and
pursuers came
the corner of on, step by step, detailing all that had
beyond the limits of his own State.
an
alley
and
stopped
under the occurred, and when he had finished his you will have a doggone sure thing of it.
We had been discussing a recent
gas
lamp,
being
challenged
by the story there was probably not a person Oh, but this English is a peculiar
cause eelebre in winch, upon purely cirdeceased, who was iu uniform, in com- present who was not fully couviuced not language. We use dusters to catch the
cumstautial evidence, a man had been
pany with one of his squad. She swore only that Ryan had told the simple truth, dust, and dusters to brush the dust
convicted of an atrociousmurder, althat when Hie corporal called “halt” but also that he had himself fired the away.
though many of those most familiar
Short, whom she had known intimately fatal shot in self-defense, or at least
“ 1 am like a professionalswimmer
TXADSMAUL
with the circumstancesof the case enfor years, replied, “Go to h— 1,” and, under such circumstances of danger as
now,”
said an unprosperous man; “all
la a aovereign remedy for all forma of Uver
tertained the gravest doubts about the
while standing at her side, so that their would have led any jury to acquit him. I try to do is to keep my head above and Stomach trouble*, and i* the ONLY
justice of his conviction, and had been
elbows were touching, both being immeSAFE and ABSOLUTE cure for Malaria in
He detailed how he had fired the first water.”
•wung off into eternity, protestinghis
it* various types
diately under the gaslight, he pulled out shot from a small single-barreled
pistoi
“ I feel quite a tome here, how do
Absolute innocencewith his latest breath
a pistol, pointed it at the deceased, who in the air without any purpose except to
Dr. Holman'S Pad 1* a genuine and radyou feel ?’' as the bound volume on the
and calling upon God to send his soul
was four or five feet from him. and fired give his challenger a scare, and then
leal remedy,WITHOUT TAKING MEDICINE.
library
shelf
said
to
a
neighboring
alstraightway to hell if he was not telling and then ran down the alley, the
rau down the alley and upon being
It was the FIRST article of the kind that waa
the truth.
deceased pursuing him. She heard four closely pursued by the deceased with bum. “ I feel just like a book,” replied Introduced to the public generally.It was tha
As moat of our party were lawyers the
the album.
or five more shots fired, and immediately
ORIGINAL PAD, and waa deviledby DR.
conversation,naturally enough, drifted the deceased retuaned. wounded, and sabre drawn and raised to strike, he was
“ How seldom it is,” said a philoHOLMAN alone.
compelled
to
pull
out
a
revolver
and
tiro
into a discussionof the. dangers arising Short disappeared. While the shots were
sophical old lady, “that the ‘ flower of
He struck out from the beaten path and made a
from convicting accused persons whose being tired she saw both Ryan and Grey several shots towards his pursuer, who a iamily’ does anything toward providNEW WAY. No sooner had he rendered the unown mouths were closed, upon purely standingat the corner some feet away was rapidly gaining on him. to keep him ing the daily bread. ”
dertaking a CERTAINTY than the Imitators
circumstantial evidence,in the absence j from her and after that they separated back; and that when be had but one
A lecturer recently said : “ In every and Pirates who hang to and infest ever sucof any direct and positive proof of guilt, and she went home. It was also proved shot left he stumbled over a large stone
position in life a man must be unflagging cessfulenterprise,started up and have since foland case after case was cited in which, that this alley was bounded on either and fell on his knees, and at this moment
in his duties.” Would it do for a switchlowed in his footstepsas closely aa tha law will
the
deceased
struck
at
him
with
the
after conviction and execution,the en- side by high fences, difficult to climb,
man on a railroadto be unflagging in hia tolerate.
sabre,
cutting
him
slightly
in
the
cheek,
tire innocenceof the supposed culprits and lei down to a stream of water about
duties?”
Againstthese Dr. HOLMAN gives SPECIAL
bad been clearly demonstrated. Most fifty feet wide and three or four feet and, being thus pressed, he aimed and
WARNING. Not only do they FAIL TO CURE,
Is the city's park, together,
of the laymen present agreed with the deep. No traces of footsteps were found fired tbe last shot, which subsequently
Johnnie Smith and Sarah Mean*
but in disappointing the purchaserthey bring
distinguishedlawyer whose very posi- iu the snow except those of one man proved fatal. He further told how, upon
Vent to spark, and also gather
doubt and odium on the principalof Absorpcovering
his
feet,
he
ran,
waded
through
Dandelions
fretth, for greens.
tive expression of opinion has been . leading down into this stream, and it
tion, of which Dr. Holman's Pad is tha
“Girl*
are junt like green*,"mid Johnnie.
quoted, while the majority of the lawyers j was evident that the person who had the stream, and finding that he had lost
“ Don't you think bo, darling mine ? "
GENUINE and ONLY TRUE EXPONENT.
his
hat
when
he
fell, retraced his steps,
“ No, I don’t,”she answered. “Johnnie,
•contended, with that earnestness for , fired had not climbed either fence, but
Every Imitation is an emphatic endoraeYou'rea constant dandy lyin'.”
recrossed the stream, found the hat, and
which lawyers are noted when advocating had waded through the stream and dis—I Hr rick.
xnent of the substantial worth of the genuine
then
went
to
a
hotel,
where
he
was
seen
their own side of any question,that appeared on the other side,
One of the most patient and best-na- article. A poor one is never copied.
by several witnesses to dry his wet
justice could never miscarry when care- The next witness was the soldier who
clothing. His manner, his bearing, and tured men in the world is he — if there
Each Genuine Holman Pad bears
ful judges guard against the possibility gtood close by the deceased when the
his story itself convinced his hearers that be such a man on eartli— who thinks the Private Revenue Stamp of tha
of unsafe verdicts by refusing to permit first shot was fired and who, not knowing
that the boy who lives next door to him HOLMAN PAD CO., with the above Trade.
he was telling the truth.
a conviction except when every link iu | either of the prisoners, described the
Mark printed in green. Buy Aone Without It.
But, so that nothing might be wanting is a quiet and good t)oy.
the chain of circumstantial evidence has : person who had fired and ran down the
Do YOU play the guitar ?
if any doubt remained in the minds of
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
been established beyond doubt, and the alley as the man with red hair and side
No, I don’t play the guitar;
the judge or the jury, witnesses of unOr sent by mail, post-paid,on receiptof $a.OO.
1 have u catarrh
whole chain has been made so perfect whiskers, dressed iu a light-bluearmy
doubted veracity were called who corIn my head; hut my iistah
and complete as to leave no room for any J overcoat and white soft hat, and upon
DR. HOLMAN’S aoVlce is free. Full treaties
With the red-auburn hair,
roboratedhim as to the condition of his
sent free on application. Address
consistent hypothesisof innocence.
She p.ajB the guhar
being directed to look at the three prisclothing and the cut on his cheek within
Quite Jvde-dah.
“The first murder case I ever tried,” oners immediately identifiedShort as the
Ha;e a cigar?
fifteen minutes after the occurrence.
said one of them, “was stranger than man whom he had seen do the shoot[P. 0. Box 2111] 744 Broadway, W. V
Besides, it was shown that, although the
A lady who had quarreled with her
fiction, as you will admit, and is quite as ing.
man who had fired had waded through bald-headed lover said, in dismissing
remarkable as any of the cases you reThe testimony of these witnesses was
the stream, Short’s clothing was perfectly him, “ What is delightfulabout you,
ferred to where innocent men have been in no wise shaken upon cross examinadry.
my friend, is, that I have not the trouwrongfully convicted upon circusmstau- tion.
It is
ble of sending you back any locks of
tal evidence. It ought to have been reThen the sworn ante-mortem statement
was prom
hair.”
ported as an example of the unreliability of the deceased, taken by a Magistrate
gratulate
A young wife remonstrated with her
of the direct and positive testimonyof was read to the jury. He said that lie capes ever made by any man in a court
husband,
a dissipated spendthrift,for
eye-witnesses who tell what they believe had known Short personally for some
room. Nothing could have saved him
to be the truth.”
time, but bad never had any difficulty had the court refused to direct the ac- his conduct. “Love,” he said, “lam
He then related the main points of with him. He fully identified him as quittal of Ryan and allow him to tes- like the prodigal son ; I shall reform byand-by.” “I will be like the prodigal
what was certainly a most remarkable the man who had fired the first shot and
tify.
sou, too,” she replied, “ for I will arise
And dramatic trial, and which constitutes then ran down the alley, firing one shot
The deceased corporal, the soldier,
and go to my father.”
a fair offset to some of the memorable after another until ho fired the last and
and Mary Bowen vreve— mistaken. That
cases to be found in every work on cir- fatal shot almost in the face of the deTeacher— “ Now, Robby, what is the
was all there was about it.
cumstantial evidence. The narrative ceased. He also fully described the
plural
of mouse ?
Robby — “ Do-no,
So much for tbe occasional unreliaproduced so strong an impression upon clothing worn by Short as it had been
bility of the direct testimony of honest m’m.” Teacher— “ Why, Robby, I’m
my own mind that subsequently,with his described by the other witnesses.
surprised. The plural of mouse is mice.
eye-witnesses.
consent, I put it into the following These were all the witnesses to the
Don’t forget that now.” Robby—
* And so much, also, for giving the achape, having first carefully compared occurrence,except the prisoners them- cused an opportunity to be heard on the “No’m.” Teacher—
tell me
it with his notes of testimony taken upon selves, and, of course, they could not be
witness stand, the denial of which by what is the plural of house. ’ Robby—
the trial of the case. It can be relied heard. The case against Short seemed
the law is one of the relics of barbarism “Hice.”
upon as absolutely correct, with the ex- to be as conclusively made out as though which still disgraceits administrationin
It was in Eden, and Eve said, “Adam
ception that I have used fictitious names, a score of witnesses had sworn that they
some States at this late day. — Lawyer dear, do you never eat an apple?”
for reasons which will readily be appre- triet Attorney, and after lengthy and
XXX, in Philadelphia Times.
“Well, hardly,’ Eva,” was the answer,
dated when it is known that most of the elaborate arguments, the court decided
and, as Adam laughed at his own wit,
that it was teund to grant the motion,
Actors in the drama are still living:
the serpent winked with one eye and
How Sleigh Hells Are Made.
One winter evening about 8 o'clock,in had seen him do the shootidg. Neither
said to himself, “All right! A man
The Traveler who wisely Provides
the
judge,
the
jury,
nor
the
spectators
the early days of the war, in the quiet
It has, no doubt, been a mystery to
entertained the slightestdoubt of bis many how the iron ball inside of sleigh who will do that is going to ruin fast againstthe oontingenoyof lUaeas by taking with him
iittle town of
, while patrolling the
Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, baa occasion to congratuenough.”
streets to pick up stragglers from the guilt, and when the Commonwealth, at bells got there, and it is said to have
late himselfon his foresight when he sees others,wfae
The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser have neglectedto do to, suffering from some one of the
campon the outskirts of the town, Cor- this point, closed its case, it seemed as taken considerable thought on the part
poral Julius Fry was shot and killed by though the fatal rope was already around of the discoverer before the idea struck gives us the song of the youthful apple- mala dine for which it is a remedy and preventive.
these are fever and ague, biliousnesa, constipaone of three men of bad character, who his neck and his escape impossible.
him. In making sleigh bells the iron peddler at the country railway stations Among
and rheumatism,diseasesoften attendant npon a
Ryan heaved a sigh of relief which was ball is put inside a sand core, just the m Pennsylvania: “Apple! Sapple! Sap- tion
were in company and upon terms of open
change of climate er unwonted diet.
wnmity with the soldiers.The men were audible throughout the whole court shape of the inside of the bell. Then a pals? Sapples! Two for five. Napple,
tW For sale by all Druggistsand Dealer*generally.
-arrested, committed to prison, and room, for he was safe; there was not one mold is made just the shape of the out- Mister ? Mister, Rapple ! Wan tauaple,
brought to trial at the next term of the word of testimony against him or any side of the bell. This sand core, with Mister? Six for 5 cental Fre sheat napis sii
Court Two of them were gamblers and circumstancetending to show any pre- the jinglet inside, is placed in the mold pnls! Ni seatin nappies, seven foraA permanent practical roadvahlclo,
desperadoes,and supposed to have more vious arrangement or concert of action of the outside, and the melted metal is nickel! Napple, Mister V Mister; wantawith which a peraon can ride three
^ban once had their hands stained with between him and Short.
mliea aa easily as ha could walk oo*.
poured in, which fills up the space be- napple ? Want smappule, Mister ? Nine
Send S-eent stamp for 54- page e*UAfter
a
whispered
consulatiou
between
Inman blood. The third, whom I shall
tween tbe core and the mold. The hot furannickel ? Here’s yourappuls!Ten
k’*n*' THE POP* M-TO OO.
call Short, though tearing an unenviable tbe counsel for the defense one of them metal burns the core so that it can be all furanickel ! ”
684 WashingtonSt. Boatoa.MaaiE
•reputation, was regarded as unlikely to rose and moved the court to direct the shaken out, leaving the ball within the
Sir G. M. goes in for culture : “ Look
alay a fellow man. except under compul- jury to fortwith return a verdict of “not shell. Ball valves, swivel joints and ’ere, Clarke. ’Appy thought ! I’ll make
sion of circumstances. On account of gnilty” as to Ryan, iu order that he many other articles ore cast in the same this room the library, you know; ’ave a
the character of the men and the trouble might be called » a witness lor the other manner.
lot o’ books. Mind you order me some. ”
they had already brought upon quiet, prisoner. This was resisted by the Dis“Yes, Sir Georgius. What sort of books
law-abiding citizens,the sentiment of the and accordinglyRyan was declared “not
TortoisoTwo ladies, handsomely dressed, en- shall I order?” “Oh, the best, of Ronrofientingthe choicest-selected
guilty” and the verdict recorded.
whole community was against them.
course, with binding and all that to Shell and Amber. The lightest,handuomesfa
tered a car. A gentleman rose and ofThen came a scene as dramatic to fered one them a seat. She said to the match 1” “Yes, Sir Georgius. How and strongestknown. Sold b^phcliUM and
In order to clearly understand the
those present as anything ever witnessed
Jewelers. Made by the SPENCER OPTICAL
force of the testimony given upon the
“Well— let me MTG CO., 13 Maiden Lane. New York.
on the stage. Without any opening other lady: “Dear, you take it I am many shall I order ?
trial, and the subsequent result,it is imspeech by Short’s counsel, Ryan, in very tired; but vou are much more tired see— suppose we say a couple o’ hundred
portant to bear in mind the physical pethan I am.” The other said: “No, dear, yards of ’em, hey? That’s about the
culiarities,dress, and general appear- obedience to a nod from his attorney, you look so weary, and I can’t rob you
size of it, I think.” — London P* •net*'
stepped out of the prisoner’s dock and
ance of each of the three prisoners.
of it.” Then another gentleman rose,
do withoutIt. Price 7Ao. Alee
Short was a small man. of not more into the witness-box, looked around the both the ladies took seats, and one said:
ear Demeatlc
cur
vuicnui CLOTH Eg
Speaking of what animals can do, it
Hprlnkler,a new, novel, neethan five feet six inches in height, slen- court rooim took up the bible and was
“What a lovely time we have hod. I feel would be hard to find any that excel
hu, rapid-aeliini
Id-aellingarticle. Price
sworn to 'tell “the truth, the whole truth
*0#. A rareopi
rare opportunity
is hare
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offered
..Age
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and nothing but the truth.” Every head bo much brighter for running out;” while
Bend
foronr
/ilestreted
Cfrcelere
State calls for “an industrious man, as a
for oar /He
was bent forward, every ear was on the the other replied: “I haven’t felt so well
and oar unasusUy liberalterm
terms.
boss hand over 5,000 Iread of sheep, who
for ages, fShopping is a great pleasure.
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alert,
every
eye
fixed
on
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can speak Spanish fluently.”
I’m ail in a glow.”
something
startling
was
expected.
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Some Valuable Thoughts Concerning
Human Happiness and Timely Suggestions About Securing It.

Synopsis of

a Lecture Delivered by

Dr. Charles Craig Before the
Metropolitan Scientific Association.

known and used in all parts of the continent
" I am aware a prejudice exists toward proprietary medidnos, and that such prejudiceis
too often well founded, bnt the value of a pure
remedy is no less because it is a proprietary
medicine. A justifiable prejudice exists toward quack doctors, but is it right that this
prejudice should extend toward all the doctors
who are earnestly and intelligently trying to do their duty? Because Warner’s
ttafe Kidney and Liver Cure saved my life
before it became a proprietary medicine,is it
reasonableto suppose that it will not cure
others and keep still more from sicknessnow
that it is sold with a Governmentstamp on the
wrapper ? Such a theory would be childish."
The doctor then paid some high compliments
to American science, and closed his lecture as

Tho pnblio speaker of the present d&v labors under difficulties of which the speakersof
the last century never dreamed, for while tho
follows
audiences of the nast received what was said
“ How to restore Uie health when broken
without question, those of tho presentday are
and how to keep the body perfect and free
usually tho mental equals or superiors of the
from disease must ever bo man’s highest study.
ones who address them. Rev. Dr. Tyng, of
one of the greatest revelations of tho
New York, when a theologicalstudent sap- That
present day has been made in ascertaining
plied a church in a neighboring town, and, on
the true seat of health to bo in the kidneys
his way to preach one morning, met an aged
and liver, all Scientists now admit,
colored man. * Well, Uncle, do you over go to
and I can but feel that tho discovery which I
hear the young preacher?’asked’ tho unfledged
have been permittedto make, and which I have
doctor. ‘ No, Massa,’replied the negro, ‘ dis
described to you, is destinedto prove tho greatchile don’t let none o’ dem students practis
est, best and’most reliable friend to those who
on him.’ The darkey had begun to tuink. suffer and long for happiness,as well as to
The free and independent thought of this age
those who desire to keep the joys they now
accepts statementsonly where they are proven
possess.”
to be truth, while tho developmentof mental
power seems equally great in every other deA Boer Homestead.
partment pf life. The valuable inventions' of
Let
ns
visit one of the homesteads in
tho day are counted by thousands. The increase
the gardens. The white-walledhouse,
of scientificstudy is universal. Tho spiritof
inquiry in all fields is so marked as to cause
although hut one storied,is well elevated,
COMMENT ON EVERY HIDE.
and its roof is iron. Outside shutters of
while people seem investigatingand a pleasant green Hank the two windows,
advancing
every directionwhich
can help them morally, mentally or and the door between them is green ami
paneled. There is, indeed. . some prephysically.This is specially true of the human body and everything which concerns it, tense to architecture, and the whole is
and the truths which the people have found, well kept and substantial.The stoop is
even in the last fifty years, are simply marvelhigh and approachedby steps. The
ous. How really ignorantsome cultured and
watercourse beneath it is masoned out
supjiOHably scientificpeople were only a few
with solid stone and bridged with the
years ago, as compared with the present day,
may be better understood from a few illustra- same material. Leafy trees of divers
tive facts. A prominent writer prepared an
sorts shade the place and the stable and
elaborate essay to prove that steamshipscould
outhouses in its rear. We enter a voornever cross the Atlantic, and his pamphlet was
huis, or front room, very lofty and but
issued just in time to bo carried by the first
steamer that went to England. People once slightly furnished. Its walls are lined
believed that the heart was tho seat of life and
by benches, and a table stands in the
health. It is now known that this organ middle. There are pictures, it may be
is only a pump, simply keeping in motion what
very quaint and old world; scenes in the
other and more importantorgans of the body
life of the prodigal sou, or limnings of
have created and transformed. It was once
supposed that if a person felt a pain in tbe the manger at Bethlehem, or the cross
back, tho liver was deranged ; if a pain came
on Calvary. A new piano may be noted
in tbe lower chest the lungs were affected and
and a good harmonium,and pious books
consumption was near ; it is now known that a
with Dutch titles lie scattered about.
pain in tho back indicates diseased kidneys,
And there, are flowers on the table, and
while troubles in the lower chest arise from a
disordered liver and not imperfect lungs. A
on mantel-piece photographs and albums,
severe pain in tho head was once thought to
for there are daughters in the house.
come from some partial derangementof the
In some place of honor lies a great old
brain ; it is now known that troubles in other
Bible, a massive folio bound in leather
parts of tho body, and away from tbe head,
"
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cause headaches, and that only by removing
the

cause can the pain bo cured.

It

is a

matter of

bleeding

,

!’’

The speaker then graphicallydescribed another period which came upon tho people, in
which they assigned the origin of all diseases
to the stomach, and, after showing the falsity
of this theory, and that tho kidneys and liver
were tbe causes of disease, and’ that many
people are suffering from kidney and liver
troubles to-day who do not kuo j it, but who
should know it and attend to them at onoe,
continued :
“ Let us look at this matter

a

littlemore

closely.The human body is the most perfect
and yet tho most delicate of all createdthings,
It is capable of tbe greatest results and it is
liableto tho greatest disorders. The slightest
causes sometimesstem to throw its delicate
machintjry out of order, whilo;themost simple
and common-sense care restores and keeps
them in |>erfcct condition. When it is remembered that tho amount of happinessor misery
we are to have in this world is dependent upon
a perfect body, is it not strange that simple
precautionsand care are not exercised ? This
is one of the most vital questionsof life. People may avoid it for the present, but there is
certain to come a time in ever}’ one's experience
when it must bo faced.
“ And here pardon mo for relatinga little
personal eipcrience. In the year 1870 I found
myself losing both in strength and health. I
could assign no cause for the decline, but it
continued,until finally I called to my aid two
prominent physicians. After treating me for
some time, they declared I was suffering from
Bright's disease of the kidneys, and that they
could do nothing more for me. At this time I
was so weak I could not raise my head from
the pillow, and I

FAINTED REPEATED!.!.

My

heart beat so ranidly it wna wkh difficulty
I could sleep. My lungs were also badly involved; l could retain nothing upon toy stomach, while the most intense pains in my back
and bowels caused mo to long for death as a relief. It was at this criticalJuncture that a
physical longing which I felt (and which I
most tirmlv believe was an inspiration) caused
mo to send for the leaves of a plant I had once
known in medical practice. After great difficulty
at last secured them and began
their use in the form of tea. I noticed
a lesseningof the pain at onoe; I began to
mend rapidly ; in five weeks I was able to be
about, and in two months I became perfectlv
well, and -have so continued to this dav. It
was only natural that such & result should have
caused me to investigatemost thoroughly. I
carefully examined fields in medicine never before explored. I sought the, cause of phvsical
order and disorder, happiness and pain, and I
found tho kidneys and liver to be the govem01 s, whoso motions regulate the entire system.”
After describing at length tho offices of tl*>
kidnovsand liver,and their important part in
life, tho doctor went on to say :

I

"Having found this great truth, I saw clearly tho cause of my recovery.The simple vegetable leaf I had used was a food and restorer to
my well-nigh exhausted kidneys and liver. It
had come to them when their life was nearly
gone, and by its simple, yet powerful, influence had purified, strengthened and restored
them and saved me from death. Realizingthe
great benefitwhich a knowledge of this truth
would give to tho world, I began in a modest
way, to treat those afflicted,and in etery com I
found the same

,
/

<

HAPPT RESULTS
which I had experienced. Not only this, but
manv. who were not conscious of any physical
trouble, but who, at my suggestion,began the
use of tho remedy which had saved my life,
found their health steadily improvingand
their strengthcontinnallyincreasing.So universal, where used, was this true, that I determiued the entire world should share in its results,and I, therefore, placed the formula for
its preparationin the hands of Mr. H. H. Warner, of Rochester,N. Y., a gentleman whom I
had cured of a severe kidney disease, and who
by reason of his personal worth, high standing
and liberality in endowim: the Astronomical
Observatoryamf other public' enterprisee, has
become known and popular to the entire country. This gentleman at once began the manufacture of the remedy on a most extensive
scale,and to-day, Warner’s Safe Kidney and
Liver Cure, the pure remedy that saved my

It is fair to presume that there are to be
found but few intelligent personsin this country and in portions of Enrope who have not
An elegant new brick Hotel, furnishedcomplet*,payheard of Dr. Holman's Ague and Liter Pad. ing w41, Is offered in exchange for a good Farm worth
Tens of thousands who have tried them bear from •8.UW to |U,<K». Address Hotel, Park Ridge,UL
testimony to their wonderful efficacy,in lanpage strong and zeal more earnest than can
be shown in behalf of any other remedy in existence.
Worth t26- For sale for $8 Cento.

miles an hour.
A horse trots seven.

Steamboats run eighteen.
Sailing vessels make ten.
Slow rivers flow four.
Rapid rivers flow seven.
Storms move thirty-six.
Hurricanes eighty.

and

_
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sales of tho Frazer axle gfoaso are increasing every day, becauseit is as good as represented.
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The diamond boots and shoes are the best
Made by Rosenthal Brothers,Chicago.

THE AULTMAN

The

A rifle-ball 1,000 miles a minute.
Sound, 1,143.
Light, 190,000.

Including all blanks needed to
make settlement*with customs**.
Monoy refunded If not entirely eaL
Ufsctory. Address

HKMCUKD
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Buckwheat fifty-two.
A barrel of rice, 600.
Barley, forty-eight,
Oats, thirty-five.

Coarse salt, eighty-five.
Sixty drops make a teaspoonful.
IThree teaspooufuls, a table-spoonful—
one-third of an ounce.
Four thousand eight hundred and forty
square yards make an acre.
A square mile, 640 acres.
To measure an acre : Two hundred
and nine feet on each side, making a
square acre within an inch.
There are 2,750 languages.
One person dies at each pulsation of
tho heart.
Average of life, thirty-one years.
Life’s Brightest

Hour.

i

TCot long since. I met a gentleman who
is assessed for one million. Silver was
in fiis hair, care upon his brow, and he
slightly stooped beneath his burden of

wealth.

We were

speaking of the
period of his life he had reached the most
perfect enjoyment, or rather, when he
had found happiness to be nearest unalloyed.
‘‘I'll tell

you,” said the millionaire,
“when was the happiest hour of my life.
At the age of one and twenty I had
saved $800. I was earning $500 a year,
and my father did not take it from me,
only requiring that I should pay my
board. At the age of twenty-two I

_

DEATH.

William J. Coughlin, of Somerville,
Mnaa.. aart: In the
fall of 1878 I waa taken with bleedingof the lunge, followed by a eevere cough. I lost my appetite and flesh,
and waa confined to mjr bed. In 1877 1 waa admitted to
the hoepiUL The doctor* said I had a bole In my Inngaa
big aa a half dollar.At one time a report went around
that I waa dead. 1 gave up hope, but a friend told me of
Db. Willum Hall’s Balsam rou thk Luxus. I g< t
a bottle, when, to my aurprlae, I commenced to feel better, and to^lay I feel better than for three year* paat. I
write thia hoping every one afflictedwith diseasedlunge
will take Db. William Hall's Balsam, and be convinced that COJIRUMVTION CAN BE (CLUED. I can positivelyany it hta done more good than all the other modicinee 1 have taken since my sickness.

HICAGO PITTS!

gr/«<iy.73*CM«M» PUU»> Double Plnkm
Bf •anted H*r— Power* are the tea to iA« werlA

IRON

TONIC

s preparation of Protoxideof Iron, Peruvian
Bark and the Phosphates,associated with the
Vegetable Aromatics. Endorsed by Uie Medical
Profession,and recommended by them for D/bpepala, General Debility, Female Dlaeaaea, Waht of Vitality, Ivervona Fro*,
Is

In the market^ having oil •/ lA. mtrUt
___ dt/eete of Vibrators,
Agitator*,

BOW In use. U§kt*r drqjn and

Pure Cod Liver Oil made from selected
Elmira lady who sent an order in
response to an advertisement offering hvers, on the seashore,’by Caswell, Hazard A
Co., New York. It is absolutelypure and
twenty-five useful household articles for
sweet. Patients who have once taken it prefer
a threo-cent stamp, received twenty-five it to all others. Physicians have decided it supins.
perior to any of the other oils in market
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motion is redprooal.oons*Quently *

tratlon.Convalescencefrom Fever*
an4 Chronic CbllUan4 Fever. It serves
every purpose where a Tonic Is necessary,

Hun&ctond

by The i Dr.

HirttrMedicineCo., 81

The following Is one

H. A. Pint’ tom MFO. 00.
VandtS.'J^Vw.ontt.CHIOAOO.ILL.

Loui

the very many testimonials we sre receivingdally:
Omifcmm.-— Some three months ago I began the
use of Dr. Hartxb’s Iron Tonic, upon the advice of many friends who knew Its virtues. I was
suffering fhim general debility to such an extent
that my labor waa exceedingly burdensometo me.
A vacation of a month did not give me much relief, but on the contrary, was followed by Increased prostrationand sinking chills. At this
time I began the use of your Ikon Tonic, from
which I realized almost Immediateand wonderful

a Tint
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nn/kr<rv rot
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udfc udcu uaicc innuco Ul MJC 1 UJIIC. EWICC IISIU
it I have donedwice the labor that I ever did In the
same time during ray Illness, and with double the
ease. With the tranquilnerve and vigor of body,
has come also a clearnessof thought neVer before
enjoyed. If the Tonic has not done the work, I
know not whet. I give It the credit.

"““TTfeSk,

Troy, O

Jan. 2, 1878. Pastor ChristianChurch.
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47 LafsyottePlace, New York.
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eheepeet illustrated edition of the Re
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BLACK

full of the strangest pictures

that ever delighted the antiquary or —a Sunday in June— at my father's
mystifiedthe child. A companionable house. My wife had come to me poor
in purse, but rich in the wealth of wol>ook upon a dull occasion,but disapmanhood. The Sabbath and the Sabpointing, inasmuch as its date discovers
bath night we passed beneath my fathit to have been printed but the other
day. Bpittoons stud this chamber’s floor, er’s roof, and on Monday morning I
went to mv work, leaving mother aud
for it is the great reception-room,and
sister to help in preparing my home.
visitors sit round it and smoke their
“On Monday evening, when the labors
pipes at and seasons of conference and
of the day were done, I went not to the
waiting; and many such times there be.
At the back of this voorhuis is the din- paternal shelter, but to my own house—
ing-room, entered by large and even my own home. The holy atmosphere of
handsome folding-doors.In both apart- that hour seems to surround me even
ments the walls are painted light blue, now in the memory. I opened the door
of my cottage and entered. I laid my
or green, or mauve; in both the ceiling
hat on the little stand in the|hall.and
is raftered and wooden, varnished and
dark. The great feature of the dining- passed on to the kitchen — our kitchen
room, apart from the usual furnishings, and dining-room were all one then. I
pushed open the kitchen door and was
is a small table near the window, with a
chair on either side. Upon this table in— heaven! The table was set against
stands a coffee-urn, with a chafing-dish the wall— the evening meal was ready
beneath it; and the day has scarcely prepared by the hands of her who had
turned before this urn begins to steam come to be my helpmeet in deed as well
and to bubble. On its dexter side is as in name— and by the tea-table, with a
seated the lady of the house, who pours throbbing and expectant look upon her
out coffee for all comers, and, with feet lovely aud loving face, stood my wife.
I could only clasp the waiting angel to
well planted one a box-like foot-stool,
rules and manages her household. my bosom, thus showing to her the
Children play around her, a colored girl ecstatic burden of my heart
“The years have passed— long, long
sits watchfulat her feet, and at favorable
years—
and worldly wealth has flown
moments her lord and master occupies
the correspondingchair, utters familiar upon me, and I am honored and envied
maxims and remarks,and his friend, sit- —but as true as heaven— I would give
ting hard by, carries on an intermittent all— every dollar, for the joy of that
conversation between wary mouthfuls of June evening,in the long, long ago.”—
the scalding beverage. He is a well- 1 Exchange..
built man, not unlike the English farmer
A Boot-Buttwier.
of our early days, but more sallow and
“Please
draw
upon the blackboard an
leas cheery, more Puritanicaland staid.
His ancestors came from France and interrogationpoint,” said a teacher to
Holland, but in this wonderful climate 1 one of her pupils.
of tho Cape, perchancefor animal life
“ Can’t make a good one,” replied the
tlie finest under the sun, their offspring I boy.
have developed into a race sui generis,
“Draw1 a boot-butkmer,”said the
nobly grown and quite unlike the typical I teacher; “that will answer.”
Hollander or Frenchman.We converse
The boy took the cravon and drew a
in Dutch, the only language he cares to
liair-pin. Sharp rebuke by the teacher.
speak, although his children are apt Other pupils smile.
scholars in the English tongue, and by
That White Tongue
and by he takes us into his gmlen.—
! demands immediate attention. Nothing so
Conte rn porarg Review.
quickly regulates the system and keeps it pure
j a8 Warner's Safe Kidney aud Liver Cure.
A Strange Tradition.
He who who flings his pills away will
The Seminole Indians have a singular
tradition regarding the white mac’s ori- live to die another fay.-— Andrews'
gin and superiority. They say when the I Queen. But he who swallows ’em aud
Great Spirit made the earth he also has pain will live to have the gripes
created three men, all of whom were again.
fair-oomplexioned.He then led them to
Ladle*, Attention.
a small lake and bade them jump in.
Wo want intelligent,energetic lady agents tc
One immediately obeyed the command sell to \r\onen onh/t an article of real hygienic
and came out purer and fairer than bemerit. For particulars and liberal terms, addre.-s Wagner & Co., Chicago,III
fore ; the secoud hesitated awhile, bv
which time the water liecame muddled,
Eilert’* Extract of Tar and Won Cherry
and, when he came up, he was copperhas been used for twenty years, and during that
colored ; the third did not leap until the time has. saved many very valuable lives. Do
water became black with mud, and he not neglect a cough or cold until it is too late.
came out with his own color. Aiter this Tnr this excellent remedy, and we are suro you
the Great Spirit laid ?.>efore them three will be convinced of its merits. Chronic
Coughs, aud even Consumptives,sre cured by
sealed packages, aud gave the black following the directions.Every bottle is warman his first choice, so that he might ranted to gioo satisfaction.Prepared by the
have a chance to amend his former mis- Emmert Proprietary Co., Chicago.Bold by
fortune. He closely examined each pack- all good druggists.
age, and, having felt their weight, chose
Uncle Sax’s Condition Powders are rectho heaviest in preferenceto the rest,
ommended by stock-owners who have used
believing it to be the best and most valthem as the lieet Horse and Cattle Medicine to
ualilo. The copper-coloredman chose b« had. If the animal is Scraggy, Spiritless,or
has no appetite, these Powders are au excelthe next heaviest, leaving the white man
lent remedy, and every owner of stock will do
the lightest. When the packages were
well to try them. They are prepared by the
opened, the first oontainea spades, hoes Emmert ProprietaryCo., Chicago,HI., a’very
and other implements of labor, aud the reliablethro, and sold by all good druggists.
second unfolded fishing-tackle,and
Mother Shipton’sprophecy is supposedto bo
hunting and warlike weapons ; the third
gave the white man pens, ink and paper about 400 years old, and every prophecy has
beeu fulfilledexcept tho last— the end of the
—the means of mental improvement, the world in 1881. Buy your Car bo line, a deodorsocial ink of humanity, the foundation ized extract of petroleum,the great natural
hair restorer,before tho world comes to an end.
of the white/ man’s saperiority.

Fit O.l I

TAYLOR ttL,

A

Mansfield,Richland Co.. O.

Electricity, 280,000.

A barrel of flour weighs 196 pounds.
A barrel of pork 200.
A barrel of powder twenty-five.
A firkin of butter fifty- six.
A tub of butter eighty-four.
Wheat, beans and clover seed, sixty
pounds to tho bushel.
Corn, rye and flax seed, fifty-six.

THIS

FARMERS', READ

A man walks three

secured a pretty cottage just outside of
the city. I was able to pay two-thirds
and with brass clasps; it is printed in
of the value down, and also furnish it
foreign-looking type, on ancient-looking
respectably. I was manied on Sunday
paper,

PRIVATE HISTORY
that Gen. Washington was bled to death. His
last illness was slight, and caused principally
by weariness. A physician was call d who
• bled him copiously.’ Strange to say, the patient became no better. Another doctor was
called, who again took away a largo amount of
the vital fluid. Thus in successionfour phvsiciaus drew away the life of a great man who
was intended by nature for an old age, and who
prematurelydied— murdered by malpractice—
Died to death. That was tbe ago of medical

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.

life, is

Wor
0mm4

Olxlllm and XPovrer
ANO ALL OIBIABla

WARRANTED CURB.

Price, Dl.OO.

ror sals by

all

Druggist*
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venue.
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Chicago.
No.
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Sc.

MATHEWS A

O.N.U.

by Malarial Polsonlag of the Ulvtg.

A
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sent free unveiled
D. 8. D.
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WRITING TO ADYKRTIHERO,
thi* p^per*7 ,0H mw 1110 udvertl*em*a*
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Don’t you Forget it

AN AMUSEMENT SYNDICATE!

THAT IN

Hardware, Kails, Glass,
J. R. K.

man

just the

is

(Charteredand Incorporatedunder the Laws of Wisconsin.)

for you.

TINWARE,
J. R. K. Pans out big for you.

SASH AND DOORS,
J. R. K. wants every one of you.

Faints and

BurrGri-ectt
Robins & Colvin
Ajjci.GJr±CBLTi ctncl

Oils,

J. R. K. wants a brush with you.

PUMPS AND FITTINGS,
J.

R. K. has struck hard for

GERMAN ALLIED RAILWAY SHOWS!

you.

STOVES,
J. R. K.

watching for you.

is

THE GREAT

Close Cash Buyers,
J. R. K,

man

the

is

BURLINGTON ROUTE.

for you.

Wo want to remind yon of It to day, do not wait,
prices are as low as the lowest and can not be at •
predated till you aeu the goods.

KLEYN,

J. R.

EIGHTH STREET,

NO. 56

Holland,

Michigan.

-tf

18

A ftCMTft WANTED
lb. Beit ud Futut.
OUCH
V SillingPictorialBook! and Biblei.
for

I

VI

Pricei

reduced 33 per ct. NationalPubllib'gCo., Chicago, 111.

UtriTtn

rm, •!>•«• u Mil Tta, Ooft*. Ml-,
WHltl I C.U Po»d«, KI.WtIbi Eunrti .U. ht nnipW,lofmili'fc
PhAI |«bI.XMAl riM. FEOPUiSTIA CO . It,i 60l», IU, Louu,

describedwith acieotlfi} modi
of cure. Prof. Harrii* llluilreied
pamphlet aent free on application.
fully

JIARRHt REMEDY CO.,
gAAfg Ck«aaUU, SU * Market 8ta,
SC Loula, Mo.
who are tronbled with Leoeorrhae
(fluorAlbui or Whitea) ibouldMod lor
Frof. Ilorrta’Pamphlet (Uluitraled
hr

Plata!)

ilio

girlu|deieription
of hit Remedy, and

iu

in-

cite health, bting^a tbnrour hly practical treiliie on tbii diieaaa.

Free.

eel

HA8IIISREMEBT C0„ IT. IPUll, MO.

OTNo other lino runs Three Through Passenger Trains Daily between Chicago, Des
Moines, Council Bluffs, Omaha. Lincoln.St.
Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Kansas City.

ton and all points in Texas.
The unequaled inducements offered by this
Lino to Travelersand Tourists, are as follows:
The celebrated Pullman (16-wheel)Palace
Bleeping Cars, run only on this Line, C., B. &
Q. Palace Drawing-Room Cars, with Horton’s
RecliningChairs. No extra charge for Seats
In Reclining Chairs. The famous C., R. & Q.
Palace Dining Cars. GorgeousSmoking Cars
fitted with Elegant High-BackedRattan Revolving Chairs for the exclusive use of firstclass passengers.
Steel Track and Superior Equipment, combined with their Great Through Car Arrangement, makes this, above all others, the favorite
Route to the South, South-West, and the Far
West.
Try It, and vou will find travelinga luxury
Instead of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line
for sale at all officesin the United States and
Canada.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleep-

la the Care of Diaeeee.

SUt..,

lu

colors, by

Kedie&l asei of Eleetricitj.
Bair Fonni or
ELECTRICBEITS A BATTEBIIS.
Initrnctlcni
for aelMreetment by Elettricily for Rhennutum,
Neuralgia, Epilapiy, Paralym,Uytpeptia, and all Nareoue
aad C hronicaffectioea.An illuatrated book of ortr aiity large
free

on recalptof

3

CD

California.
The Shortest, Speediest and Most Comfortable Route via Hannibal to Fort Scott, Denison,
Dallas, Houston, Austin.San Antonio, Galves-

ELECTRICITY

pagta lent

CVI

Direct connections for all points in Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado.Wyoming. Montana, N(^
vada. New Mexico,Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and

appjylini.0.^^

General Passenger Agent. Chicago.
T. J.

CO

POTTER,

General Manager, Chicago#

ro

rent atamp. Addreae

ELECTRO-FARADICBELT CO.,
818 A 814 ChMtiat St, KT. LOUIS, MO.

DSK

DR. BUTTS’

Um, M.

fttUK.Sth Stmt, 87.

Iititllintl1817

mH*

Phyaidana in chart* *>>>• "M."4
I tutioe are regulargradualtaiamedicineand surgery, tiara
af tapi-ri—ee in lb# treatmiutof Chre.li DImmo bare made
thiir ikiU a»d ability ae much aopertorte that of lb* ordinary
praetiuoner,that Uay bare eeqnired a naUotul reputation
through tbair treatmentof complicate
dcaiei.

Fix this important date in your mind. One Day Only.
JUST THAT DAY. MONDAY, JUNE 27.
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Wabkenita’s Famous Band of Indians.
Mons. Lucian's SensationalCollection

9.

Fursman’s Vast Marine Aquarium.

10.

Coin’s Original Troupe of

Jubilee

Singers.

eeM*

FIRST

_____ .n. ....m.. couiaiBing 336 pages, and erer Ml
ustratiena.The combined eolume
pcslusely the meet
popular
Medical look
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15-18W
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Dog

of Trained Wild Animals.

COLORADO
l^cifershs rer. ef all

While’s Wonderful troupe of His-

trionicCanines and

For mips, further inforuiation,
and elecant
f*i United
States free, address,
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Stone's College of Physical Train-

6. Prof.
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D. Colvin’s World’s Menagerie.

Herr Neygaard’s Grand German Circus.

flllly

1

m &

m-

3.

low i-ateji.The><* ttf-'o-ta will Ik(rood going went withinfifteen 15
<Uyn from date- of vile, un I to return
I until October 31st following.
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any addreas on application.
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/l-rnMi safer! b> from Rapture theuld seed thrlr address
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Burr Robins Great American Circus.

HOLLAND, MONDAY, JUNE
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You

Grocery House

hronic disiiteltad complicatedcasts and discastireealtiag
from Imp* re aeiaal a^taliee*. teif ahreere aeiual nttmet.
Patientstreatedby mail aad eiprea*.Where pemibU, per.
•anal eoasultalioa
i* praferrrd, which it fre# and ureited.Qua*,
tione to be aatwtred by patieeUdeeirmg treatmentmailedfree

The

see the following distinctivefeatures of which we

largest living Giralfe this side of

the exclusive monopoly.

MADAME MARTHA, from the Imperial

the seas, broke and trained to harness.

have

27, 1881.

Circus of Vienna, the most graceful

<

The

equestrienne in either hemisphere, will aplargest hippopotamus in captivity.

The only Potaquaine ever placed on ex-

JAMES RYDER,

Prop’r.

Having purchasedthe Interest formerly owned
bv Mr. M. Secry, and having leased my Hotel, I
will devote my entire attention to the<»rocery Business, and therefore respectfullycall the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new bnniness.
The store is on the

Eighth and Fish

St.

endeavorto keep on hand a complete sup
and fill all orders promptly to the beet of my

I will
ply,

firm*

A

cage of performing Hyenas.

A

family of Sea Lions.

Letter*

/Vn* fUftrawi

Give us a trial before
M

M, W» -I am theroechlytwo! ia4
Up
maele^b*ee.etfy u aettmc bettee.
Mlmeeri.Sept
reeeitrtaemwbbeeett Mem tha
et* ef yr«r rtmaAie* Uat I waat I* Ire them in toolbarcue.
Tbit m at les| Haoiiat, »ef wdl eeef somtlkiet eery sUoa«.

ChUet*. A»|mp. Tbs freer

It.

JAS.

A herd

Cow

MISS ELLA COOK, the mostbeautilul
Antelope ever captured. and accomplishedEquestrienne.

of Camels.

HOWARD DORR AND SON.

Moloch, the Giant Horse, 22 hands high, Clowns, and

More

a

Five

half hundred of the most

notable artists in the profession.

rare animals shown in open dens

in street than are

containedin half of the

MR. CHARLES W. FISH, the

RYDER.

Holland, April 13, 1881.

dead weight.

HOLLAITD,

so-called menageriesof the day.

you judge us.

»n

Iowa, Ort. Mb. irN.^I am almeiP ewprieef at rear Pam
tkllet.Tbey knee workeflike a eharm ee me. 1 am jest
twice ea meek ef a mta at I era* kejsretakirj. Iwasrethe
reree ef Ike (tete,I tk*e|ht.a»f Ibare»m ee cere lee me,

studd of

herd of great Elephants.

knowledged King
-mp-

his

PROF. DOWD, the modern Sampson,
lifts 1,300 pounds

A

Hurricane

trained Thoroughbred stallions.

weight 2,800.

ability.

HMiaet. April tlth, MW.— The rawly te Arkmf
Ma4 epilapiyhem waakeee*. hr eictd yean pert.

HERR NEYGAARD, and

of Man-eatingTigers.

The only

Cor.

thrilling sensation, entitled the

Whirl.

hibition.

A den

pear at each and every performance,in her

of

Bareback riders,

challenges the world to duplicate his acts,

brt earn I
Week Vlrytaia, Ae|. 28. im.-I mesref yeer mefsriee,eal
I ktliew h has eeref me. for wklek I am tarr tkaakbil. In.
elooef pleaaoBed M, for wbwk pleat* mef mo oeothor boa
fl 'Of a fnond. To* kee* dee* e |M*l Uua| for me. I
will tow! y*e

Monday, June 27,
You

will

see the Grandest Display of

Pageant ever witnessed in America.

will ride at three and nine p. m.
10-tf

ac-

who

More than a mile of Art EmblazonedAsiatic and African Caravan, Headed by the
great Military Cavalcade,representing the meeting of the Crowned Heads of Europe,
a gorgeouspicture of, “The pomp and circumstanceof glorious war.”

ainhmrd«nUa*ii^^^—
FhmMan and NHny*®*.

From m

Mluoun.Juno »b. Iflt.-Ploaa*forwardma at one* aeMM*
boief II* Pas'illet.
Tb* potioot ** whom I bare eaed »•'»«•
tM bar . >e aid it ire te a eamy'r boa, is tut recerentf, aad I
Ibiek uotbar wilUr^ie^l^jitiL^^ ^

Three separate and

—

JVwtm m Drugui**-

w.

Maryland, 9*p»- X. MM -Ust Jaaoary
b*7 of -our remHy, for ****< #«r eustomors,end

It iTiUi rem* »AT. tad wnb

$1,000

by

frees
it has

Animals turned

yeat
mid*

reUrn mail ee* No. 3

Music.

Streets. Mounted Knights and Ladies.

just the date advertised.

^15
15-4w

ticulai*

regularly.) 1-ly

of

presenting a

FORFEIT!!

thU Dute and paper tent

Bands

Open dens of performing Wild Beasts. The Mardi Gras Carnival. Herd of Elephants and Camels. All
moving panorama worth going hundreds of miles to see. We never change our date, but show

bam

The only permanent Cure In the world. For parancloM two 8 cent •tamp* to
8. C. SMITH, Coatlcook, P. (*.. Canada.

loose in the

distinct

tfiarAA MONTH!

$350

A0WT8WAHTXD!

ADMISSION 50.
and

7 p.

m.

Children under 9 years 25c.

The performance

will

Doors open at

commence an hour

1

later.

Grand Rapids, Thursday, June 23. Grand Haven, Friday, June 24. Muskegon, Saturday,
June 25. Holland, Monday, June 27. Allegan, Tuesday, June 28.

EXCURSION TRAINS ON ALL ROADS AT REDUCED RATES,

